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E-HAILING GIVES HOPE TO INDONESIA'S ICONIC THREE-WHEELED TAXIS
capabilities and technology will be able to revitalise the taxi. As the
number of bajaj taxis operating in Jakarta falls, Jakarta
Transportation Agency’s partnership with Grab Indonesia seeks to
revive them and enables commuters to ride in a bajaj at an affordable
price through the fixed pricing scheme.

espite past efforts for e-hailing apps to adopt Indonesia’s
iconic bajaj taxis into their service more often than not
ending in failure, the industry has yet to give up on the
vehicle and the potential they hold. Ride hailing firms such as Grab
Indonesia are determined to implement bajajs, believing that Grab’s

D

SINGAPORE STRENGTHENING MANUFACTURING
SECTOR TO WEATHER THE STORM

ingapore is looking to alternative methods to get around
the current poor global economy. Singaporean companies
are quickly adopting IR4.0 technology such as AI and
automation. Manufacturing centres in Singapore or transforming
their production lines into smart manufactories, increasing
production, efficiency and jobs. A Boston Consulting Group study
has estimated that the adoption of Industry 4.0 in Singapore could
improve worker productivity by about 30 per cent, create 22,000
new jobs with better wages, and grow total manufacturing output by
$36 billion by 2024.

S

THAI AGRICULTURE SECTOR SUPPORT HIGH ON GOVERNMENT’S AGENDA

hailand’s Deputy Prime Minister and Commerce Minister,
Jurin Laksanawisit, vows to push ahead with income
guarantees for farmers, export stimulus, cost-of-living
supervision, and trade talks as some of his foremost priorities.
Income guarantee for farmers would in turn offer crop price
guarantees not only for rice, but also other mass produced crops such
as rubber, tapioca, oil palm, and corn; all of which the vast majority
of the Thai population is involved with.

T

WHERE

INNOVATION,
GROWTH &
NEW OPPORTUNITIES
MEET.

Singapore is an inspiring city with tremendous depth of expertise and
breadth of experience in creating exciting opportunities through events.
Our innovation capabilities combined with world-class infrastructure
and award-winning venues make us the ideal place to turn your passion
for growth into reality. It’s where great minds converge, connect and
collaborate. And new possibilities are created to shape the future.
Let us help you take your business further – plan your next event at
VisitSingapore.com/mice.
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INDIA LOOKS TO FOREIGN LOANS TO SUPPORT SMALL BUSINESSES
T

holds, two officials told Reuters news agency. This can be seen as a
sign which indicates that India’s banking system is not robust
enough to handle the job on its own.

he government of India is in talks with foreign lenders to
provide as much as 1 trillion rupees (US$14.5 billion) in
credit to the millions of small businesses the country

MALAYSIAN CONTRACTORS EXPECT A BOOST WITH RELAUNCH OF ECRL

he Malaysian East Coast Railway Link (ECRL) project that
was relaunched recently is expected to bring about a
positive impact on local contractors and SMEs. At the event
announcing the resumption of the mega-project, Transport Minister
Anthony Loke Siew Fook said in his speech that the percentage of
local construction contractors in the relaunched project would be
increased to 40 per cent from 30 per cent previously.

T

JACK MA’S CREDIT ENGINE IS CHANGING THE FACE OF BANKING

here is a quiet revolution being held in China, and at its
head is none other than the co-founder of Alibaba, Jack Ma.
This revolution takes aims at the traditional banks and
financial institutions of the nation in an effort to resolve the age-old
issue of credit bottlenecks with regards to lending to small
businesses. Many have recognised that this is an issue that is holding
back the world’s second largest economy, but little has been done
thus far to resolve the issue. With the rise of fintech in China, Ma’s
four-year-old MYbank has lent 2 trillion yuan ($290 billion) to nearly
16 million small companies.

T
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CHINA’S SYNTHETIC DIAMONDS ARE DISRUPTING THE WORLD
hina is poised to take on the world’s fine jewellery
producers using sophisticated technology to offer
increasingly cheap alternatives. This move threatens to
upend the lucrative fine jewellery market. The technological
disruption that has affected the auto, medicine, banking, and

C

countless other industries is finally spilling over into the diamond
market, where a massive oligopoly of just four miners control over
60 per cent of production. By doing so, China is now making
approximately 56 per cent of the world’s gem-quality synthetic
diamonds, far outpacing India, who is in second place.

SINGAPORE’S BUGGY SOLUTION
FOR ITS FOOD WASTE PROBLEM

VIETNAMESE BANKS ANNOUNCE RATE
CUTS TO AID BUSINESSES

nsectta, Singapore’s first urban insect
farm, houses an uncountable number
of black soldier flies, swarming in
netted enclosure, turning walls into squirming
black masses. But these flies are not the true
prize of this farm. The true value of the farm
actually lies in the hundreds of plump, writhing
maggots that it breeds. The purpose of these
maggots? To recycle Singapore’s food waste.
Black soldier fly larvae are voracious eaters,
being able to eat up to four times their body
weight in a single day. They mature quickly too,
making the recycling process much faster. Each
month, about 6.5 tonnes of food can be turned
into 2,700 litres of organic fertiliser.

everal Vietnamese banks have
announced that they would be cutting
interest rates on Vietnamese đồng
loans in the government’s designated priority
sectors in order to support firms in 2019. Lê Đức
Thọ, VietinBank’s chairman, stated that this is
the second time this year that banks have cut
lending rates this year in order to help support
the government’s intentions for supporting
domestic production and businesses, contributing
to the development and growth of the nation’s
economy. State-owned banks, which include
names such as BIDV, Vietcombank, VietinBank,
and Agribank, have reduced the lending rate by
0.5–1 per cent per year for loans to firms in the
government designated priority sectors.

S

I

THAI BAHT SEEN AS “SAFEST BET” AMID
GLOBAL ECONOMIC DOWNTURN

ver the past decade, the Thai baht has been
among the strongest performing currencies
versus its peers within the region. The Thai
baht has seen little to no change during this month’s
wave of trade war woes, while peers such as the won
and rupee have weakened by almost 3 per cent.
Strategists and economists are predicting that the
currency is not likely to lose its solid status as a haven
anytime soon. As such, it is now being seen as one of
the “safest bets” within the Southeast Asian region.
This is a far cry compared to 1997, when the baht was
at the epicentre of the Asian financial crisis.

O

Structured Internship
Programme

If you are providing quality internships for Malaysian undergraduates and
TVET talents, you may be eligible for double tax deduction incentive
through our Structured Internship Programme.
Speak to us today to find out more at sip@talentcorp.com.my
Or visit our website at www.sip.talentcorp.com.my
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ALS: ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE,
THE CLOUD AND BEYOND

of the main factors affecting thermal
management of new energy vehicles: batteries, e-motor, control,
HVAC, transmissions and new materials etc. In addition, this summit
adopts a variety of ways of networking and learning latest intelligence.

12 – 13 SEPTEMBER 2019
MANILA, PHILIPPINES
analyticsleaderssummit.com

nalytics Leader’s Summit
provides a platform
where case studies can be
heard, products can be spoken
about and panel discussions can debate, exchange ideas leaving delegates and keynote speakers to walk
away with an insight of what is happening in Asia. Get a cross-industry
view on big issues surrounding Analytics including Machine Learning
and Artificial Intelligence through
case studies, success stories and
best practices delivered by keynote
speakers across Asia. Exchange
ideas and connect with the best
minds in the industry with extensive
hands-on experience in building
models and data teams. Sharpen up
your skills by attending our pre-&
post-conference workshops.

A

HOME DELIVERY ASIA
✷ CASHLESS ASIA 2019 FORUM
23 – 24 SEPTEMBER 2019
SHANGRI-LA RASA SENTOSA RESORT &
SPA, SINGAPORE
marcusevans-conferences-panasian.com

ide adoption of mobile
devices and the vast
availability of mobile internet in Asia have provided both
enterprises and consumers the solutions to their challenges. While
most industries are penetrating
into the mobile market, the question now is, how prepared is your
business for a payments game
based more on data than cash?
Marcus Evans Cashless Asia 2019
Forum gathers leaders in the digital payment and transaction sphere
for a single platform to discuss upto-date trends and challenges such
as Unified Payments Interface
(UPI), Blockchain for payments,
Global Payment Innovation (GPI),
Smart POS, Hybrid Cashless Platform, Open Banking landscape,
social payment integration and
many more.

W

✷ CITIES 4.0 2019
23 – 24 SEPTEMBER 2019
HOTEL ISTANA, KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA
cities4pointzero.com

y 2050, over 70 per cent
of the world’s population
is expected to live in cities that cover less than 2 per cent of
the world’s surface. The growth of
cities have brought rise to new issues such as rising inequality, environmental pollution infrastructure
access, traffic congestion, and many
more. Cities 4.0 aims to provide an
interactive platform for governments, municipalities, urban planners, developers, urban futurists,
solution providers and innovators to
converge and make positive impact
in shaping resilient and sustainable
cities. Learn how new technologies
such as the Internet of Things, Big
Data and Artificial Intelligence offer
a multi and fast solution to transform cities and steer them towards
the future.

B

✷

THE 2ND CHINA NEV THERMAL
MANAGEMENT SUMMIT 2019
23 – 24 SEPTEMBER 2019
SHANGHAI, CHINA
clcc-sh.com

he summit will discuss
the latest thermal management
technologies
and trends for new energy vehicles,
listen about aspects of thermal management of next generation battery
technologies and combine with fast
charging technology and electrified
powertrain, find out the newest developments in innovative heating
and cooling technologies for ideal
cabin comfort from the perspectives

T

Magazine is a supporting media partner for this event.

24 – 25 SEPTEMBER 2019
SINGAPORE
terrapinn.com

ogistics
professionals
across the eco-system and
across Asia are adapting
their business models and processes
to meet the demand and changing
customer expectations. Showcasing
the latest solutions from cross Asia
and around the world: last mile,
warehousing, 3PL/4PL, supply
chain, fleet management, route optimisation, packaging, picking, fleet,
data, AI and blockchain. Source solutions, meet new partners and be
inspired. The event will also host 6
different dedicated conferences that
will feature 150 speakers across
each of the six tracks.

L

ACCOUNTING & FINANCE SHOW HK
25 – 26 SEPTEMBER 2019
HONG KONG CONVENTION & EXHIBITION
CENTRE
terrapinn.com

ccounting & Finance
Show HK aims to inspire
by showcasing the latest
technological solutions in accountancy and finance. Hear how AI,
blockchain, crypto-currency and cyber security are changing the finance function forever. Designed
specifically for accountants in business and bookkeepers, event goers
will learn how to create efficiencies,
eliminate paperwork and reduce
double entry. Evaluate the latest
technologies and get a clear road
map on how to save money and
modernise your business. From traditional bank loans to P2P lending,
technology is creating a wealth of
new ways and means for SMEs to
raise finances.

A

SEAMLESS PHILIPPINES

25 – 26 SEPTEMBER 2019
SMX CONVENTION CENTER, MANILA,
PHILIPPINES
terrapinn.com

eamless Philippines is a
platform that serves the
future of payments, banking, financial inclusion, identity,
ecommerce, and retail. It is one of
the most well-attended payment-focused event in the Philippines. With

S

over 100 exhibitors and 180 speakers, Seamless is among the leading
platforms for discussion relating to
all things payments, including fintech and e-payment systems. The
event is further divided into 8 unique
conferences, all focusing on separate
aspects of payment and commerce.
Come and hear what the industries
leaders have to say about the future
commerce in the Philippines.

✷ E2E COMMERCE INDONESIA
25 – 26 SEPTEMBER 2019
KARTIKA EXPO CENTRE, JAKARTA,
INDONESIA
e2ecommerce-indonesia.com

he revocation of Indonesia Finance Ministry on
e-Commerce tax has created tremors among local and international business owners. To get
prepared for the potentially changes
of regulatory landscape in the near
future, local e-Commerce players,
online sellers, as well as marketplaces should be prepared to view best
accounting practices as one of the
priorities in growing their businesses. This is just one of the issues
which will be discussed at the 4th
Edition of E2E Commerce Indonesia. This event will Cover a wide
range of topics from government
regulation, to latest updates on technological & innovations.

T

LAST MILE ASEAN 2019
26 – 27 SEPTEMBER 2019
BITEC, BANGKOK, THAILAND
lastmileasean.com

ast Mile ASEAN is a platform to give voice to intricate matters of Delivery
and Fulfilment Logistics covering
supply Chain, operations, e-commerce, logistics, post and parcel for
multichannel retail industry. The
event will focus on how retailers and
pure-players can transform their ecommerce operations to respond to
the market growth and reach their
customers as quickly and cost-efficiently as possible. It also aims at
creating better understanding of the
last mile fragment’s opportunities &
challenges in running cross border
last mile delivery business.

L

HOSPITALITY

MORE THAN JUST A WORD
Our Business Class experience is made of true hospitality which comes from our hearts. It is central to everything we do.

MORE THAN
JUST A TRANSFER
With the Exclusive
Drive* service, private
chauffeur driven
vehicles will take you to
or from the airport, with
a pleasant, luxury ride.

MORE THAN JUST
MOVIES AND GAMES
Hundreds of movies and
music albums, Live TV,
free Wi-Fi connection
and much more will be at
your fingertips.

MORE THAN
JUST A VISIT
Lounge Business will
refresh you before your
meetings with five-star
facilities such as gourmet
dining, suite rooms, shower,
piano, massage therapy
and mini golf.

* Now available in Atlanta, Boston, Chicago, Houston, Los Angeles, Miami,
Montreal, New York, San Francisco, Toronto and Washington.

MORE THAN
JUST A MEAL
During your flight, a truly
fine dining experience
will take your taste buds
above the clouds.

MORE THAN
JUST A SEAT
A special seat that turns
into a fully flat bed,
an abundant legroom,
seat separators for your
privacy, luxury amenity
kits and more. All for
your comfort.

turkishairlines.com
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IDEAS BAR

BY
JORDAN
LOW

3D PRINTING SERVICES

3

D printing can no longer be considered a new innovation. However, that has not stopped innovative minds from trying to
improve the concept. Every year, researchers and engineers are coming up with new ways to improve and implement 3D
print. Today, the efficiency of 3D print has increased to such an extent that 3D printing services are now commercially viable
for use in a wide array of practical applications. From construction to culinary, the wonders of 3D printing has allowed for
efficient, convenient and less wasteful production which could potential overtake traditional forms of production in the future.

ACTIVITY BARS
Sometimes simply sitting
down for a pint doesn’t cut it.
Mindfulness is the drinking
trend of the summer and as
people are increasingly
looking to make healthier, guilt-free choices,
traditional cocktail bars are looking for new
ways to bring in regulars. Some innovative
bar owners are going the extra mile to
provide leisure and entertainment for their
patrons. Activity bars are leading the charge
by combining the thrill of bars and clubs
with the simple pleasures of an activity or
entertainment, and are becoming
increasingly imaginative to draw in punters.

S

GROUND LEVEL PEDESTRIAN LIGHTS
n the age of smartphones, inattentive
pedestrians are now a great risk to traffic
accidents. Australian design studio Büro
North has come up with an ingenious way
to combat a rise in accidents involving foot
traffic that has occurred since the spread of smartphones.
The Melbourne-based agency's Smart Tactile Paving is a
system that can easily be installed in existing pedestrian
crossings, and would light up in red and green to tell
smartphone users when they can cross the road safely.
The economic cost of pedestrian accidents in Australia
alone exceeds US$1 billion annually, and Büro North
hopes to change that for the better.

I
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HEALTHY VENDING MACHINES

ime is a valuable commodity and employees these
days are finding it rather hard to come by. With
how fast tech is being developed, workers are
spending more time working and trying to upskill
themselves. As a result, they are often too exhausted physically and mentally to set aside some time to get some
exercise. A healthy employee is an efficient employee, and thus,
healthy vending machines provide a less calorific alternative to
office snacks. These machines are stocked with healthy snacks
and often also provide full nutritional and allergen information
prior to purchase, are energy-efficient and accessible to all.

T

WEBSITE RENTALS

any people out there call themselves web
developers, but not many rent out websites.
Some entrepreneur developers have tried
their hand at doing so and have been met
with lucrative success. Creating websites
from scratch for specific companies is a rather antiquated
way of generating revenue from web clients. Instead,
Web developers are creating several websites at a time
for a certain niche, then renting customizable versions of
each site to local businesses. The businesses pay monthly
for a website the developer maintains. This has turned
out to be a rather profitable and efficient method of
generating passive revenue.

M

PORTAL CORD POWER BANK

P

ortal Cord is an innovative new power bank design to help busy workers keep their phone charged without the
inconvenience of a bulky power bank. It is essentially a power bank that is built into the cord itself, eliminating
the need for someone to carry around an electronic brick. This both eliminates weight and space issues, as well
as reduce the hassle of wires entangling themselves in a bag. Overall, Portal Cord aims to provide a more
convenient and comfortable experience for portable charging.

14

COVER STORY

BY
ONG XIANG
HONG
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“Trust is like the air
we breathe—when it's
present, nobody really
notices. When it's absent,
everyone notices.”
— Warren Buffett
In 1991, longstanding
investment firm Salomon
Brothers was found to
have bid illegally for US
Treasury bonds, forcing
investor Warren Buffett
to take over as interim
chairman (and making
the above quote).
Though Salomon
escaped criminal
prosecution, it was
never the same—it was
eventually acquired by
Citigroup and most of its
trading business absorbed
or disbanded.

In 2001, it was discovered
that energy firm Enron
had been falsifying its
accounts, hiding billions
of dollars in debt from
failed deals and projects.
Before the scandal,
Enron was lauded for its
sophisticated financial
risk management tools—
but it turned out to be a
fig leaf to cover fraudulent
accounting practices.
The scandal not only
brought down Enron, it
also led to the dissolution
of Enron’s auditor Arthur
Andersen, which was
formerly one of the ‘Big
Five’ accounting firms.
Hundreds of jobs were
wiped out, and those
who left had a permanent
stain on their CV just for
working with Enron.

Prior to the 1997-1999
Asian financial crisis,
Daewoo was South
Korea’s second largest
conglomerate. It was built
by acquiring troubled
companies, and turning
them around. However,
in 1999 Daewoo was
bankrupt with debts
totalling US$80 billion.
Soon after its
demise, South Korean
authorities discovered
that Daewoo’s auditors
concealed the real
amount of debt.
Furthermore, bribery
and corruption losses
were estimated to be over
US$1 billion. Founder
and chairman Kim WooJung was arrested in
2005 and sentenced to 10
years in prison.

uffett’s observation about trust in business has
only become more important in today’s
interconnected world. In an age where
information (and misinformation) travels at the
speed of social media, trust is more important
than ever to business success and sustainability
over the long term. More than ever, integrity is
the ultimate brand attribute.
Companies build trust on a daily basis in
routine interactions with customers, consistently
delivering on their promises or going to great
lengths to rectify the situation when they cannot.
They behave as if their customers’ satisfaction and wellbeing are their most important
considerations, leaving customers with a feeling of partnership rather than adversity.
Or so the idea goes.
However, many organisational cultures encourage opportunistic behaviour,
whether purposely or inadvertently. Poor moral leadership, performance incentives
that lead employees to be single-mindedly hypercompetitive, lack of open and
frequent discussion of ethical implications—such attributes make it more likely that
employees will view relationships with customers and even fellow employees with a
zero-sum mentality.
Across the world, trust in established institutions has been falling—whether
it’s in government, non-governmental organizations, or business. According to the
long-running Edelman Trust Barometer, businesses, government, and media have all
seen a drop in trust over the past decade. In addition, Gallup research also show that
worldwide, two-thirds of adults say corruption is widespread in business.
Consequently, businesses worldwide are suffering from a trust deficit. Even for
well-managed companies, establishing a reputation for integrity can be a challenge in

B
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the modern era, as employees,
customers and investors in
most countries start from a
point of scepticism.
Does this matter? Yes, for
two reasons. One is that the
evaporation of trust in some
key institutions is directly
damaging for economic
growth. The general distrust
of business, not only banks
but also spreading to energy
companies, retailers, food
producers and others, will
tend to encourage unnecessary
(as well as necessary)
regulation and contribute to
the climate of uncertainty
holding back investment.
Paradoxically, in today’s
advanced economies, the
degree of trust involved is
extraordinary. Manufactured
items typically involve
complex supply chains of
many links that extend over
continents, with demanding
requirements for quality or
timeliness. Globalisation has
linked many more people
than ever before, from
different legal frameworks
and different cultures. Digital
technologies have brought
together new communities
of people participating in all
kinds of social and economic
innovations, often inspired
by a remarkable idealism. By
necessity, there is a base level
of trust in today’s globalised
economy.

WHAT DO WE EXPECT
FROM BUSINESSES?

As individuals, we expect
different things from
businesses depending on
our interactions with them.
As consumers, we expect a
certain level of quality and
consistency from brands. As
employees, our expectations
of employers are defined by
employment laws and
HR practices.
Yet, in this era of
information, we have larger
expectations of what business
should be. For the point of
view of a consumer, trust has
always played an important
role in brand purchase. In the

17

19th century, William Lever, the
founder of Lever Brothers, launched
Sunlight Soap, which guaranteed
consistent quality at a time when
the origins and ingredients of a bar
of soap were uncertain. Since the
inception of brands as a means of
differentiating products, there has
been a promise made to consumers
on quality, performance, and
availability.
Now though, there is a larger
expectation of brands, and business
in general. No longer is it just about
making money. Consumers now
are belief-driven buyers. Purchase
conveys agreement with the values
and purpose of the brand, with
functional attributes now simply the
price of entry.
Balancing the profit motive
with consumer trust and the
creation of societal value is a
precondition for the long-term
success of any corporation—and
CEOs cannot afford to ignore this
sentiment. Beyond shareholder
value, a successful business
today needs to develop a genuine
narrative—one that congruently
articulates the value for society this
business creates, defines what the
leadership philosophy is and what
the company stands for.
For example, Tesla’s narrative
isn’t about making cars; it is about
“accelerating the world’s transition
to sustainable energy”. Unilever—
the successor to Lever Brothers,
makers of Sunlight Soap—stands
for sustainable development.
These examples readily come to
mind because these narratives
truly resonate. The commitment of
leadership at the top level of these
businesses is readily apparent,
continuously articulated and backed
with real resources. It all comes
down to the coherence of rhetoric
and action, where societal value is
placed at the core of an operating
model.
On the other hand, as
employees, we value our
relationship with our employer.
More than ever, employee
motivation and engagement is
about buying into the values of
the companies we work for. We
put our faith—our trust—in our
employers’ values. We trust our
employers to do what is right for our
customers. We trust our employers

to be transparent in their
dealings. Above all, we trust
our employers to ‘do the right
thing’ over short-term profit or
benefit.
This goes back to the
‘societal value’ argument
for the motives of business.
Employees want to work for a
company that offers leadership,
one that stands up for them
and their shared values.
Without these trust-building
efforts, employers will lose out
on top talent and be forced to
overcompensate for the talent
that’s left.

WHAT IS THE PRICE OF TRUST?
Or, to put the question
another way, what is the
cost of becoming known
for doing things that don’t
match your words?
To quantify that,
researchers at Cornell
University took a detailed
look at the hotel industry.
They interviewed employees
at over 70 Holiday Inn
hotels in the United States
and Canada. They asked
workers to score, on a scale
of one to five, statements
such as “My manager
practices what he preaches.”
Those results allowed them
to score each hotel on what
the research team called
“behavioural integrity.”
The team then compared
those results with the
financial records of each
Holiday Inn. It turned out
that trust had a huge impact
on performance. Hotels with
higher behavioural integrity
scores were substantially
more profitable than those
with lower scores—up to a
2.5 per cent advantage in
revenue.
The above research is one
of the rare few studies which
actually attempt to quantify
‘trust’ in monetary terms.
When trust is broken,
work not only may need to
be redone but there may
be other, far more serious
knock-on effects. A single
trust failure can have a
knock-on impact on other
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trust relationships. A simple example
is when a person you have trusted
to do some work for a customer
has failed in some way, resulting in
the customer’s trust in the whole
company and brand being affected.
This cost of rebuilding trust
can be high. In the above example,
most companies have customer
relations departments to repair
these relationships and restore trust.
Research has shown that customers rate
their satisfaction higher when customer
service rectifies a bad experience
and turns it around. But this is where
companies have existing trust networks,
and have built up a ‘bank’ of trust.
The disgraced CEOs of Salomon
Brothers, Enron, and Daewoo are
acutely aware of the cost of trust
failure—everything else.

HOW DO WE BUILD TRUST?

The basics of building trust in a
business can be based on three factors:
brand awareness, customer interaction,
and making integrity a core part of
company culture.
Firstly, brand awareness is the
utmost important factor affecting a
brand’s trust level. If people don’t
know you exist, it makes it impossible
for them to trust your brand to provide
the products or services they desire.
Brands that are most recognizable and
instantly (and positively) associated
with the offerings it provides are often
the most trusted.
Secondly, customer interaction
and satisfaction are key to building
trust. Taking a closer look at
why technology companies have
consistently high levels of trust, the
interactive nature of the sector’s
products and services combined with
the amount of time consumers spend
using them throughout the business
day is apparent. As they require the
customer to interact with the product
and/or service for it to perform, it gives
the brand the opportunity to deliver
customer satisfaction.
Thirdly, high-trust organizations
make integrity a core value that
influences all HR processes, from
performance incentives to hiring
criteria. Conversations about ethics
and trust and the consequences of
business decisions should become
part of a daily routine, especially as
organisations embrace experimentation
and constant innovation. Employees
need to see their colleagues acting
under the assumption that integrity is
an essential component of—rather than

an obstacle to—their organization's success.
For businesses, gaining this trust is a concerted effort to target these three major
factors. Exceeding customer expectations in just one category while performing with
mediocrity in the other two is detrimental for brands in today’s buyer-centric business
landscape.
But technology has also upended the trust equation. In previous eras, trust was more
often a product of ongoing relationships between individuals who did business together.
People knew their bankers, merchants and employers personally and could assess the
content of their character. Now, business transactions tend to be less personal and more
far-reaching than they were even a few decades ago.
Trust remains a vital form of business currency, but customers rely on different
signals to convey a company’s trustworthiness—including, in many cases, a wealth of
information about its ethical track record and the experiences of its customers and
employees. This information is not only widely available online—any changes in it can
spread like wildfire.
However, companies can take advantage of this if managed properly. When
Samsung’s Galaxy Note 7 battery was revealed to be a fire hazard, the company promptly
issued recalls and discontinued the phone when the problem was discovered to be
unfixable. Samsung’s quick and calm actions led to a resurgence when the Galaxy Note 8
was launched, leading to its highest operating profit ever.
In contrast, widespread concerns about Facebook’s data-sharing policies and
possible privacy violations have led to slower user and revenue growth. The company’s
inaction saw trust in its brand plummet, and the #deleteFacebook campaign saw it bleed
users over privacy concerns.
Above all, trust needs to be a core value of the organisation. For large organisations,
trust is largely a product of leadership. Business leaders help ensure employees are
attuned to ethical issues by calling attention to them on a regular basis. But for companies
that only pay lip service to business and ethics, consumers can and will punish them—
millennial consumers are increasingly shunning traditional advertising, preferring to do
their own research on companies whose values align with theirs.
Ultimately, strong ethical leadership is a big part of what gives employees and
customers the confidence to invest in long-term relationships with organisations. Will this
be enough to overcome the trust deficit? Only time will tell if institutions have the will to
root out ethical concerns and act in a way to see it through.

hough the paperless office has
been touted for decades, the
role of paper and printing in the
office is not to be underestimated. For one, paper is easier to
read and mark up. Reading from a screen is
tiring for the eyes. And there is no replacement for the feel of a physical document in
your hands—a letter feels much more special than an e-mail.
To suit your business’ printing needs,
you’d want something fast, easy to use, and
economical. Canon’s new line of G-series
printers offer just that. The Canon PIXMA
G5070 and G6070 ink tank printers can
deliver up to 8,300 pages of monochrome
documents and 7,700 pages in colour at
incredibly low printing costs. Productivity is
heightened with automatic 2-sided printing
and dual feeding large paper cassettes.
On the other hand, businesses that
print mostly in black and white can enjoy
even greater cost savings with the PIXMA
GM2070, the refillable business ink tank
printer that runs on a single black ink tank
– but still allows printing in colour when
needed (with optional colour ink cartridge).

T

LOW COST, HIGH PERFORMANCE
Targeted at the home office and small office,
the PIXMA G-series offers high performance
in a small package. Compared to the previous generation, the new PIXMA G-series is
up to 10 per cent shorter in width. It supports
high volume printing with full network connectivity (LAN, WLAN, and Direct Wireless).
In addition, with a shorter ink charging
time of 4 minutes, as well as easy to handle
ink filling, your workflow can be shortened
so you can focus on your business, instead
of dealing with printer woes.
			 To further enhance the value proposition to small businesses, the Canon Poster
Artist Lite software is bundled with every
PIXMA G-series printer. With quick and

PRODUCTIVITY AT ITS BEST

THE PRINTER FOR THE MODERN SMALL OFFICE
easy templates for professional-grade posters, it can create small business promotional material quickly
and easily.
CONNECTIVITY IN PRINTING Every device nowadays is connected to the Internet, and printers are no
exception. Aside from built-in Wi-Fi and WLAN capabilities, the PIXMA G-series supports PIXMA Cloud
Link & Google Cloud Print. It allows printing from the cloud using a smartphone or PC, with a variety of
cloud services available like Google Drive, Dropbox, Microsoft OneDrive, and others.
The Canon PRINT Inkjet/SELPHY app allows mobile printing, scanning, copying and even checking
device status checking and monitoring of remaining ink levels from iOS and Android devices. For branched
offices, the Canon MIB (Management Information Base) is a more powerful solution that can track and
monitor individual printer information (serial number, number of sheets printed, printer status etc) as well as
manage printer functionality for several users at once.

PIXMA G6070

PIXMA G5070

PIXMA GM2070

Functions

Print, Scan, Copy

Print

Print

Print Speed
(B&W/Colour, images
per minute)

13.0 ipm/6.8 ipm

13.0 ipm/6.8 ipm

13.0 ipm/6.8 ipm

37 seconds

37 seconds

N/A

Paper Handling

Front Cassette:
250 sheets
Rear Tray:
100 sheets

Front Cassette:
250 sheets
Rear Tray:
100 sheets

Front Cassette:
250 sheets
Rear Tray:
100 sheets

Borderless Print

Yes (up to A4)

Yes (up to A4)

Yes (up to A4)

403 x 369 x 195 mm

403 x 369 x 166 mm

403 x 369 x 166 mm

PGBK:
6,000 pages (std),
8,300 pages (eco)
CMY:
7,700 pages

PGBK:
6,000 pages (std),
8,300 pages (eco)
CMY:
7,700 pages

PGBK:
6,000 pages (std),
8,300 pages (eco)
CMY (Optional):
180 pages (CL-741)
400 pages (CL-741XL)

MODEL COMPARISON

Photo Speed Print

Dimensions (WxDxH)
Page Yield

For more information, please visit my.canon, or call the Nationwide Customer Careline at 1800-18-2000.
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t is assumed that most readers of this publication live in an
urban area. Perhaps not in a mega-conurbation like Kuala
Lumpur or Singapore, but a sizeable city or town nevertheless.
In this increasingly urban world, cities have become
the centre of society’s most pressing economic, social and
environmental challenges. They also offer the greatest potential
to drive growth and opportunity, large-scale innovation and
sustainable solutions. As jobs, finance, and living standards
continue to grow in cities, the trend of urbanisation will also
continue to grow in the foreseeable future.
Part of the fuel for growth in cities is construction. Housing, offices, commercial
spaces, and industrial zones all demand construction to fulfil the basic need of buildings
for purpose. Infrastructure like highways, sewage systems, and electrical grids also need
to be constructed to support economic activity. This is especially evident in growing cities
which need buildings to house an increasing population of city dwellers.
But mature cities need construction services as well. Old buildings need to be
refurbished, or torn down and replaced. Infrastructure needs to be maintained, or else
it will crumble away to dust. But as the trend of urbanisation continues, even the great
megalopolises of the world are expected to keep growing. By 2050, it is estimated that
there will be 2.5 billion more people living in cities than there are today.

I

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY OUTLOOK

According to research firm Research and Markets, the Asia-Pacific region is set to witness
strong growth in the construction sector, due to government intervention in the region
along with increasing urbanization, investment and government and consumer spending.
In particular, visible infrastructure spending in India, Indonesia, China, Australia,
Singapore, Philippines, Thailand, Myanmar and Vietnam will continue driving growth.
The research also indicates that the Asian construction industry is expected to record
a CAGR of 8.9 per cent to reach US$4.622 trillion by 2023. The residential construction
industry in value terms increased at a CAGR of 8.3 per cent during 2014-2018. The
commercial building construction market in value terms is expected to record a CAGR of
12.0 per cent over the forecast period. The infrastructure construction was estimated to
be US$1.030 trillion in 2018, posting a CAGR of 5.3 per cent during the period.

THE CITIES OF TOMORROW

Traditionally, cities are ‘dumb’. Local councils that run cities rely on human patrols and
citizen reports to fix problems and manage city infrastructure. With the development of
data analytics, sophisticated real-time mapping, and connected devices, the ‘smart city’ is
a dream come true for city planners and civil engineers.
The march of progression toward Smart City 1.0 continues to accelerate, as cities
around the world invest in the connected infrastructure that will enable better management
of urban assets such as public transit, wastewater systems, and roads. IDC forecasts that
smart cities spending will reach US$158 billion globally by 2022, an opportunity for the
entire spectrum of construction firms to help cities execute on their visions.
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Engineering and construction
firms are key enablers of this powerful
vision for upgrading infrastructure to
incorporate sensing technology and data
analytics that could improve the lives of
the people who move within and between
cities. Collectively these companies
are building the roads and highways,
designing the smart residential and office
buildings, and creating digital touchpoints
of connectivity between people and their
vehicles, homes, and workplaces.
Not only is digital transforming
cities, it is also transforming the way
engineering and construction companies
run their businesses. While slower to
adopt digital than other industries,
the construction industry is moving
quickly to incorporate game-changing
technologies into operations to increase
safety, reduce operational costs, provide
innovative solutions to customers, and
find competitive advantages with realtime insights that can change project
outcomes.
Drones, wearables, augmented
reality (AR), and GPS tracking services
are revolutionizing job sites, streamlining
surveying, improving worker safety,
and capturing valuable data. In the
back office, robotic process automation
(RPA) is improving HR and receivables
functions—two aspects that are critically
important for the industry.
On the horizon are also
sustainability trends as cities and
developers tout their green credentials
as selling points. In this regard,
technology will also be at the forefront
of construction. Integration with nature
is also another key selling point that
developers are keen to make. In the
coming years, the construction industry
will be undergoing a technological
evolution, as it builds the cities that are
also evolving into sustainability.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS IN THE REGION INCLUDE:
Rolling out its 20162020 infrastructure plan,
Thailand is set to benefit
from the stability of the current
government along with public and
private sector. The country is
likely to witness increase in its
infrastructure spending over
the medium term.

Myanmar is
experiencing lack of
skilled labour that performs
large infrastructure work.
However, it is opening its
market to foreign investors.
The industry is likely to
witness robust growth over
the forecast period.

Vietnam plans to
increase urbanization
from its current 27 per
cent to 45.2 per cent by 2020
with increased spending on
infrastructure projects through
foreign and private investment. The
country is taking help from publicprivate partnerships to maintain
its manufacturing hub status
in the region.

In Philippines,
government
initiatives offer
potential opportunities
for contractors in booming
markets. The country has
witnessed strong growth
in recent years.

Japan’s construction
industry is witnessing
a slow growth in the
forecast period owing to the
slow investment growth in
infrastructure, institutional,
and housing projects.

Indonesia is
likely to spend heavily in
infrastructure till 2025. The spend
matches the government spend of
nearly 7 per cent per year, and many
infrastructure-related firms in the country
are said to have received capital from the
government. This trend comes with the
Indonesian jurisdiction protecting local
suppliers, especially because it comes
under an earthquake affected zone,
and where local survival is
important.

Malaysia’s
construction industry
has been impacted due to
recent government policies
tightening the growth of the
sector. However, long term
growth is projected to
remain intact.

China’s
geographical proximity
with ASEAN nations is also
helping China strongly expand
its overseas infrastructure
financing with the establishment
of the Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank (AIIB),
which is likely to support
ASEAN projects.

Australia
also is significantly
increasing its
infrastructure spending
and witnessing strong
growth in residential
and commercial
developments.

This step has
come in after the
momentum of ChinaASEAN cooperation that
includes the ASEAN Master
Plan for Connectivity
(AMPC) and China’s One
Belt One Road (OBOR)
initiative.

KL Eco City overall integrated development (artist's impression only)

Aspire Tower (artist’s impression only)

fic circulation. A pedestrian link
bridge to The Gardens Mall further
extends connectivity options for
tenants within the vicinity.

In the present day, awareness of
environmental issues has led to a
growing movement of smart, green
cities all around the world. One of
S P Setia’s developments, KL Eco
City (KLEC) at Jalan Bangsar is a
vision of an advanced, integrated
mixed-use development in Malaysia. The RM7 billion project has
been planned to fulfil three criteria:
Connectivity, Integration, and Sustainability. With living, business, entertainment, and culture contained
within a 25-acre site, residents and
commercial citizens of KLEC can
live and entertain guests in a sustainable way by bringing everything
together in one location.
CONNECTIVITY As a transit-oriented development, KLEC offers
tenants and residents unparalleled
connectivity. It is easily accessible
by public or private transport via
rail and road. The integrated rail
hub connects the existing Abdullah
Hukum LRT station (on the Kelana
Jaya LRT line) to the brand new
Abdullah Hukum KTM station. This
development is also integrated with
multiple entry and exit points via
major highways such as Federal
Highway, New Pantai Expressway,
Jalan Bangsar and Jalan Maarof.
The unique two-tier internal road
system also ensures efficient traf-

INTEGRATION KLEC is located in
the middle of the Klang Valley—integrating it with the rest of Malaysia’s commercial heart. Its strategic
location is nestled among the affluent residential enclaves of Bangsar, Pantai and Seputeh—as well
as the established commercial hub
of Mid Valley City and KL Sentral.
			KLEC is master planned by
Los Angeles-based architecture
and urban design firm, The Jerde
Partnership—a renowned architect
and master planner of integrated
developments across the world.
The master plan creates an opportunity for both social synergy and
integration, coupled with the convenience and efficiency of shared
transportation and amenities.
			 Tenants for the KLEC retail podium include food & beverage and
grocery retailers such as Bangsar
Market by Jaya Grocer, Starbucks,
Old Town, Tamarind Food Hall
and many more. Wellness and fitness tenants like RFC gym, camp
5 (coming soon), Guardian and
Watsons pharmacy are also present. For the corporate office towers,* major tenants include Samsung, Gibraltar BSN, J&T Express,
Zurich and many more. The new
trend in coworking has also seen
Wework,Common Ground and Colony set up their spaces at KLEC.
SUSTAINABILITY Sustainability is
at the heart of the KLEC project. The

Aspire Tower lobby (artist’s impression only)

Sky dining at Aspire Tower (artist’s impression only)

development optimises views and
open spaces overlooking Bangsar
and Mid Valley City—taking full
advantage of natural light where
possible, combined with green areas on street level, podium roof as
well as on elevated decks within the
tower blocks. With environmental
responsibility and sustainability underpinning key aspects of its blueprint, the development has been
designed to achieve green certification such as Gold Certification
for LEED Core and Shell Category
and Green Building Index (GBI).
Environmental touches like natural ventilation and LED lighting are
present in the development, while
the vertical feature walls and fins
help tie the various towers in KLEC
into a cohesive whole.
INVEST SUSTAINABLY Currently

Aspire Tower business centre (artist’s impression only)

for sale are ViiA Residences and
Aspire Tower. ViiA Residences is
a serviced residence adjoining a
4-star business class hotel, Amari.
Built up size ranges from 636 sqft
up to 1,252 sqft (1 bedroom up to 3
bedrooms). On the other hand, Aspire Tower has been conceived as
the workplace of the future. It is an
innovative office building designed
for forward-thinking businesses.
Flexible office spaces ranging from
1,152 to 18,690 sq ft are available
alongside lifestyle amenities like a
landscaped deck, wellness facilities, and a sky dining. It is also the
only integrated office tower in the
precinct which provides dedicated
parking bays to owners.**
* 		
		
		
**

All offices in this area have been
fully sold. Aspire Tower is the
final office tower for sale.
Terms and conditions apply.

Call +603 2276 5252 or visit www.klecocity.com.my for more information about sustainable living in the new Golden Triangle.
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here have always been
new and innovative
ways of building
structures. From
thatched roof huts, to
today’s concrete and
glass skyscrapers,
humans have always
come up with new building techniques.
In particular, construction engineering
has become a specialised, bespoke sector

T

comprised of many small firms. Due to its
multi-disciplinary nature, some consultancy
work is also a must for SMEs in the
construction sector.
Singapore-based Asti Engineering
Pte Ltd is one such player. The firm offers
services that range from project management,
interior design, M&E engineering to
specialised engineering. Be it manufacturing
plants, offices, clean rooms, data centres or
laboratories, Asti provides turnkey solutions

with end-to-end engineering capabilities.
With a team of engineers and
technicians, Asti has built for clients
in mainly scientific industries, like
biomedicine, chemicals, aerospace, as
well as various industrial and commercial
applications. To date, Asti focuses on
specialised solutions, such as clean rooms,
data centres, and laboratories.
The modern construction sector is also
made up of many small, specialised firms
that make certain items that are sometimes
overlooked by the public. Yet they are highly
essential to modern construction standards.
One of these firms is Ennis
Manufacturing Sdn Bhd. Ennis-Flint makes
traffic safety and road markings, providing
solutions designed to enhance traffic safety
for drivers, pedestrians, cyclists, and even
pilots. When it comes to roads, interchanges,
airports, hospitals, schools and any other
place along our routes in life—we don’t
always think about how they are constructed
or the science behind how they work—we just
expect them to.
That means every country, government,
contractor, architect and engineer needs
the right tools at their disposal to make
sure the communities under their watch
are protected by high-quality, well thought
out infrastructure that keeps them safe and
the world running smoothly. Ennis-Flint
provides contractors and sub-contractors
with easily-applicable pavement marking
products they need to successfully execute
almost any project.
Aside from weather-durable road
marking paint, the firm also manufactures
road safety studs, reflective markings,
bridge jointing and repair, as well as
decorative surfacing. As a highly specialised
firm that has carved out a niche for itself,
Ennis-Flint defines the modern, boutique
nature of construction.
Future construction will rely on smart
technologies which will enhance quality of
life for the end user of the buildings. Smart
sensors, natural lighting, and advanced
materials will ensure that next-generation
buildings are safer, healthier, and more
comfortable than the ones that came before.
One of the new breed of startups who
embrace this new paradigm is Flexilicate.
Flexilicate is an engineering/constructionbased startup which explores the field
of integrated photonics based on glass

technology and polymer substrates. The team at Flexilicate custom designs optical fibres for
telecommunication applications, sensing, and non-linear effects.
As a spinoff project at Malaya University, Flexilicate utilises the university’s expertise in
photonics research. As the commercial vehicle for the Integrated Lightwave Research Group
(ILRG), it currently runs the only optical fibre drawing tower facility in Malaysia, enabling
Flexilicate to accept fabrication of custom-designed optical arrays.
These optical arrays have a multitude of uses in the construction industry. For example,
Fiber Bragg Grating (FBG) based optical fibre sensors have been used in various applications
such as oil & gas, renewable energy, aerospace, marine, civil & infrastructure, rail, nuclear
and medical applications. Currently, Flexilicate provides installation of FBG sensors for civil
infrastructure, mainly for monitoring strain, temperature, pressure, and displacement.

ASTI ENGINEERING
PTE LTD

A

s a boutique
engineering
firm headed
by Richard

Lam, Asti
Engineering focuses
the firm’s competency
on specialised
solutions, particularly
in establishing clean
rooms, data centres
and laboratories. Asti
was established with
the mission to provide
the industry with a
highly cost effective
engineering and
design work in
architectural,
mechanical and
electrical services.

ENNIS MANUFACTURING
SDN BHD

eaded by
Tony
Chung,
Ennis’
goal has always
been and continues
to be engineering
and producing
quality products
that add value to
customers and last
throughout a
project’s lifecycle.
Together, the firm
will continue to
push the envelope
with high-quality,
innovative products
fit-for-purpose and
priced to meet
almost any budget.

H

FLEXILICATE
SDN BHD

lexilicate was
co-founded by Dr
Ghafour Amouzad
Mahdiraji and
Prof Dr Faisal Rafiq Mahamd
Adikan under the University's
Technopreneur program (led
by UMCIC), commercialising
research outputs from its
research based sibling—the
Integrated Lightwave
Research Group at the
Faculty of Engineering.
Flexilicate and ILRG jointly
run the only research-based
optical fibre making facility
in Malaysia, with key
intellectual properties in
advanced optical fibre
formats, personal dosimeters,
and dengue sensors.

F
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“For me family
is the most
important… When
people talk about
the American
Dream, they are
talking about a
better life. However,
if the business is
doing well but your
family is broken,
that isn’t quite
success to me.”
lothing and textiles are truly a unique
form of art with great historical value.
The wearing of clothes is an exclusively
human characteristic and is a feature in
most human societies, though it is not
known for certain when humans began
wearing clothing.
Based on what we know about
history and anthropology, humans
around the world most likely began using clothes as a means to
defend themselves from changing weather as people migrated to
new climates. The earliest of these clothes were made by adapting
animal skins and vegetation into coverings.
Eventually, as humans evolved, each and every civilisation
developed different styles of clothing to reflect the materials and
technology available to them. The variety and distribution of
clothing and textiles within a society also reveals social customs
and culture.

C
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Pretty much every civilisation in history adopted a class system in one way
or another. As such, the practice of using clothes as a symbol of status became
commonplace throughout the globe. Nobles and aristocrats would often try to
outdo one another by commissioning even more lavish and grand attires, while the
working class and peasantry would use simple and functional garments.
While today, strict class systems have, for the most part, been abolished
throughout the globe; the idea of flaunting ones wealth, status, or style through
clothing is still very much alive and kicking. It is this urge to satisfy our human ego
that drives the massive multi-billion dollar machine that is the fashion industry.
In this edition of SME, we will be following the rags-to-riches story of Do Won
Chang and his wife and business partner, Jin Sook Chang; who both came to the United
States with nothing, and now owns an apparel empire that spans the globe: Forever 21.

CHASING THE DREAM

Do Won “Don” Chang was born in a village called Myeong-Dong in Seoul, South
Korea in 1954. He lived a modest life growing up in Korea and developed a strong
work ethic born from his humble beginnings.
When he was old enough, Do Won began working at coffee shops doing
everything from cleaning to bussing. He would eventually open up his own coffee
delivery service. Eventually, he would meet and marry his wife, Jin Sook.
In 1981, amid shrinking opportunities in South Korea, Do Won moved to
America with his wife to do what every entrepreneurial immigrant does in the States:
chase the American Dream.
The husband-and-wife duo, both 26 at the time, landed in California penniless,
speaking broken English, and without college degrees. Due to their modest success
in Korea working with coffee, they were determined to strike it rich in the coffee
industry, but unfortunately, it wasn't the cash cow they'd envisioned. Do Won would
have to work multiple jobs to make ends meet. He was a janitor, pumped gas, served
coffee, the whole-nine-yards. One day, while he was filling up someone’s car at a gas
station, he made an observation that would change his life monumentally.

“I treated it like
it was my own
business and
the boss really
liked me.”
"I noticed the people who drove the nicest
cars were all in the garment business," Do
Won said in an interview with the LA Times in
2010. This realisation would set him and Jin
Sook on the path to success.

MAKING IT BIG

Sensing the opportunity of a lifetime, Do Won
would take up a job at a clothing store to learn
the ropes. His work ethic earned him praise
from the store owner.
“I treated it like it was my own business
and the boss really liked me,” Do Won recalled
in an interview with Forbes.
Do Won and Jin Sook would eventually
scraped together US$11,000 after three years
and opened up their first store in the Highland
Park area of Los Angeles in 1984. The store was
a quaint, 900 square foot shop called Fashion 21

and its target market was the couple’s fellow
Korean-Americans.
Success was relatively immediate.
In just the first year alone, the sales of
Fashion 21 soared to US$700,000. This
is compared to the US$30,000 annual
sales that the previous tenant made, who
also sold clothes. Do Won credits his
early success to capitalising on wholesale
close-outs, acquiring merchandise
directly from manufacturers at heavily
discounted prices.
As the business grew more and more
successful, the couple wanted to expand
their demographic to appeal to a larger
and wider customer base. As such, they
rebranded the store to Forever 21 and
began marketing to other demographics.
The success of the rebranding
became clear as Do Won and Jin Sook
were able to open up new stores around
the country every six months. They were
even able to open an outlet in Do Won’s
hometown of Myeong-Dong, Korea.
Within just five short years, the couple
had eleven stores up and running.

IMMIGRANT SUCCESS AND SETBACKS

Forever 21 would continue to grow and
expand. Do Won has repeatedly expressed
to multiple media outlets that he is proud
and blessed to have contributed to the
classic American immigrant success story.
Even during the 2008-2009 economic
recession, where he was forced to make
some cuts, revenue continued to grow.
Such trying times did not hinder Do Won’s
dedication to his employees. Armed with
strong cash flow from his privately-held
company, he says he opened more stores and
aimed to create 7,000 jobs within a year.
At an annual prayer meeting with
office employees, he said he announced
plans to focus not only on sales and profit
but on increasing jobs. Do Won claims to
have met that goal in an interview with
Forbes.
Forever 21’s road to success was not
without setbacks. There were even several
occasions where the company had been
accused of copying high-end designer
garments and had been sued multiple times.
These matters were settled out of court, but
left a stain on the company’s reputation.
Forever 21 has been overtaken by
other massive fashion and apparel brands
over the years. Stiff competition from
new competitors and the rise of online
retailers has bitten into a sizable chunk
of Forever 21’s market, causing several
outlets to close down and sales growth to
be rather flat.
Despite not being the super-massive
success it once was, Forever 21 remains
a well known and regarded name in the
fashion industry even today.

FAMILY MATTERS

In an interview with Forbes, Do Won has
stated that family matters more than any
measurement of success.
Forever 21 has always been a
family run business, at that remains true
to this day. His first store was started
with his wife as a partner. Today, both
his Ivy League educated daughters play
a huge role in Forever 21’s marketing
and visual design.
When asked about what the
American Dream meant to him, he said,
“For me family is the most important…
When people talk about the American
Dream, they are talking about a better
life. However, if the business is doing well
but your family is broken, that isn’t quite
success to me.”

LIFE OUTSIDE THE BUSINESS

Do Won is a devout Christian. He
dedicates much of his free time to
spiritual pursuits. Along with his wife,

he runs the Chan 21 Foundation, an
organisation that often donates money
to churches and other faith groups. He
travels to perform missionary work
and cites the Bible as his favourite
book. For Chang, stylish tops, skinny
jeans and cut-rate accessories are just
tools to help him “travel to places in
Third World countries that desperately
need aid,” according to the Los
Angeles Times.
Other than that, Do Won spends
the rest of his free time like any
other weekend dad, playing sports
and lounging around in front of the
television, watching his favourite team,
the L.A. Lakers
According to the Los Angeles
Times, Chang’s advice to young
entrepreneurs is as follows: “You
can’t go into business thinking that
success will come to you in just one or
two years.” Retail, he said, “is like a
marathon, not a 100-meter dash.”
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et’s say you found
a clothing brand
which goes by
the name of
Frozen Shirts. In
the time you’ve
been running the
business, your
clothes are wellknown for their bright colours and retro style.
But recently, another clothing brand
has emerged. Calling itself Freezing Shirts,
its clothes are also brightly coloured and
retro styled. Its logo even looks suspiciously
similar to yours. Its presence is confusing your
customers and even eating into your revenue.
What can you do?
This is where intellectual property (IP)
protection comes in. IP protection allows for
companies to protect their creations from
being misused by other entities.
As IP is a complex area of law with many
nuances, please do not use this article as a
substitute for legal advice. Always consult a
lawyer before making a decision.

L

WHAT IS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY?

Whether we notice it or not, intellectual
property is all around us. Every product
that we use is the result of a long chain of
innovation. Take for example a pen. Laszlo
Biro’s famous patent on ballpoint pens
changed the way pens were made. The logo on
your pen is a trademark—a form of IP which
identifies the brand owner.
And this would be the case with
almost any product or service in the
marketplace. A smartphone for example
contains hundreds of thousands of patents,
each relating to a particular function. The
Bluetooth module alone contains at least
30,000 patents. The smartphone brand
would be protected by a trademark. And if
you play music on your smartphone? That
song is protected by copyright.
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WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE:
TRADEMARK, PATENT, COPYRIGHT?
TRADEMARK

		 A TRADEMARK IS A WORD, PHRASE, SYMBOL, AND/OR DESIGN THAT IDENTIFIES AND
DISTINGUISHES THE SOURCE OF THE GOODS OF ONE PARTY FROM THOSE OF OTHERS.
EXAMPLE: CHANEL (COMPANY NAME), MCDONALD’S (LOGO)

PATENT

		 A PATENT PROTECTS INVENTIONS. THESE INVENTIONS CAN INCLUDE NEW AND USEFUL
PROCESSES, MACHINES, MANUFACTURES, EVEN PLANTS AND STRAINS OF BACTERIA.
EXAMPLE: POST-IT NOTES (HELD BY 3M), IPHONE (HELD BY APPLE)

COPYRIGHT

		 A COPYRIGHT ARE THE RIGHTS AUTOMATICALLY VESTED TO AN AUTHOR OR
		 PERFORMER OF AN ORIGINAL WORK OF CREATIVE EXPRESSION. EXAMPLE:
		 THE HARRY POTTER SERIES (LITERARY WORK), THE LION KING (MOTION PICTURE)

IP is protected by law. This enables the IP
owner to earn recognition or financial benefit
from what they invent or create. These laws
grant IP owners time-limited rights to control
how their creations can be used. IP owners
may either keep these rights to themselves, or
sell it for monetary value.
By striking the right balance between
the interests of innovators and the wider
public interest, the IP system aims to foster
an environment in which creativity and
innovation can flourish. Countries enact
IP laws not only to protect the moral and
economic rights of their creators, but also
to promote fair trading which contributes to
economic and social development.

WHY IS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
RELEVANT TO SMEs?

In our knowledge-driven economy, IP

is becoming more and more important
in business decisions. New products,
brands and creative designs appear almost
daily on the market and are the result
of continuous human innovation and
creativity. Across the world, SMEs are
overwhelmingly the driving force behind
such innovations.
However, SMEs don’t always appreciate
IP and its value. This can lead to potential
misuse or copying of their IP by competitors.
Other companies may take advantage of the
rightful IP owner’s hard work and investment
into research.
Furthermore, with the advent
of e-commerce and the ease of doing
cross-border business, IP rights are now
more important than ever for SMEs to
understand. When exporting your product
or service, understanding how IP can

protect your brand name can help you
develop an advantageous market position in
export markets, as well as win over clients
for your product.
So regardless of what product
your enterprise makes or what service
it provides, it is likely that it is regularly
using and creating a great deal of IP. This
being the case, you should systematically
consider the steps required for
protecting, managing and enforcing it,
so as to get the best possible commercial
results from its ownership.
Almost every SME has a trade name
or one or more trademarks and should
consider protecting them. A large number
would have developed creative original
designs. Many would have produced, or
assisted in the publication, dissemination
or retailing of a copyrighted work. Some

WHY PROTECT YOUR IP?
PROTECT YOUR IDEA AGAINST
POTENTIAL INFRINGEMENT,
TURNING IDEAS INTO ASSETS
WITH MARKET VALUE

ENHANCE THE
VALUE OR
WORTH OF YOUR
BUSINESS

may have invented or improved a product
or service.
In all such cases, your SME should
consider how best to use the IP system
to your benefit. IP may assist your
SME in almost every aspect of your
business development and competitive
strategy: from product development to
product design, from service delivery to
marketing, and from raising financial
resources to exporting or expanding
your business abroad through licensing
or franchising.
Conversely, SMEs should also be
aware of how IP can be infringed. There
are patents in almost every field, for
virtually any invention imaginable. It’s not
uncommon for SMEs to unintentionally
infringe upon someone else’s IP rights,
thus leading to legal issues. For example,

GENERATE
INCOME THROUGH
LICENSING OR
SALE OF YOUR IP

LEVERAGE ON YOUR
IP ASSETS IN THE
EVENT OF A MERGER
OR ACQUISITION

as previously mentioned, a smartphone
maker may accidentally infringe one of
several thousand patents present in such a
device. If you are using IP that belongs to
others, then you should consider buying it
or acquiring the rights to use it by taking
a license in order to avoid a dispute and
consequent expensive litigation.

HOW DOES INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY WORK?

Before you can take advantage of IP
protection, first you have to acquire IP rights.
A number of IP rights need to be granted or
registered by national IP offices.
At the national level, these offices are
the only institutions entrusted with granting
or registering IP rights. The procedure
for their acquisition and maintenance may
differ from country to country, but the basic

principles and features of these procedures
are common to most countries. Fees for
registering an IP with these offices will also
normally be charged.
However, an IP is not protected
internationally since IP rights are territorial.
They are usually only protected in the home
country or region where protection has been
applied for and obtained.
Therefore, every time you want to enter
a new market, you will have to seek and apply
for IP protection abroad. For example, if your
trademark is registered in Singapore, you
will have to apply for trademark registration
in Thailand with the Thai national IP office
if you want to export and protect your
trademark there.
SMEs are advised to study the specifics of
IP law in the jurisdictions which they operate,
and consult a lawyer if difficulties arise.
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EMPLOYEES AND IP

TRADEMARKS

A trademark is a
distinctive sign which
identifies certain
products or services
as those produced or
provided by a specific
person, enterprise or
a group of persons/
enterprises allowing
the consumer to
distinguish them
from goods or
services of others.
In some
countries, protection
of a mark can be
acquired through
registration or use.
In others, for most
trademarks, you have
to necessarily register
the trademarks if
you want to protect
them. Even where
you have the option
of protection without
registration, that is,
based on use of the
mark, it is always
advisable to register
the mark to obtain
a better or stronger
protection.

SIMILAR
TRADEMARK,
DIFFERENT
BUSINESS

PATENTS

A patent is an
exclusive right
granted for a product
or a process that
provides a new way
of doing something
or offers a new
technical solution to
a problem.
Patents are
normally granted
after the main criteria
for patentability
(novelty, inventive
step and industrial
applicability) have
been considered
satisfied. Some
jurisdictions do
require examination
of these criteria, so
the procedure for a
patent grant can be
time-consuming.

COPYRIGHT

Copyright protection
covers original
creations in the
literary (including
software), musical
and artistic
domain, whatever
the mode or form
of expression.
Acquisition of
copyright protection
is usually automatic
once your work
is fixed in some
material form—one
of the few exceptions
for IP law.
In most cases
though, the workings
of IP protection can
be very complicated.

Let’s go back to the
Frozen Shirts brand
example. Instead
of another clothing
brand, let’s say an
ice-cream chain
opens, also with the
name Frozen. Its
logo looks nothing
like the Frozen
Shirts logo, and it
obviously doesn’t sell
any apparel items.
Could Frozen the
ice-cream shop be
liable for copyright
infringement?
The answer
is: it depends. Is
Frozen shirts a wellknown brand? Are
consumers likely to
be confused between
the two products?
Such factors (and
more) will determine
whether a trademark
infringement has
occurred.

In addition,
complications can
also arise when
an IP created by
an employee is
involved. Typically,
an employment
contract will state
that whatever IP an
employee creates will
be the property of the
company.
But let’s consider
the following example.
You run a business
software company.
Whatever programs or
code your employees
write is your IP—that
much is clear. But what
if an employee creates
a video game while
employed with your
company? What if he
CROSS-BORDER
or she uses company
IP ISSUES
resources to do so?
Cross-border export
Who ultimately owns
can also throw up its
the IP?
own set of issues. As
Generally
mentioned, IP rights
are territorial—which speaking, if an
employee creates IP
means you have to
whilst working for you
register a new IP
every time you export but it was not a part of
their job description,
to another market.
As a well-known the employee will own
example, Apple’s iPad the IP. You may have a
trademark was already claim for breach of the
employment agreement
registered in China
but this does not
by another business,
resulting in delays and change the ownership
financial penalties for of the IP. But the
Apple when entering outcome will of course
turn on the facts of
the Chinese market.
the case, as well as
Various options are
the wording of the
available to navigate
employee agreement.
existing IP rights in
For example, the use
foreign markets, but
of company resources
it is invariably less
in the example above
difficult to deal with
such issues before an may tilt the balance of
IP ownership in the
export strategy has
company’s favour.
been formulated.

IS THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION JUST HYPE?
• COMPETE WITH LARGER CORPORATIONS
• LEVERAGE TECHNOLOGY WITH A PARTNER
• DRIVE TRANSFORMATION AND DELIVER OUTCOMES
he march of technology defines business
processes across the
ages. The development of double-entry
bookkeeping in Renaissance Italy
enabled businesses to keep accurate records. The invention of the
lightbulb changed the way we work
and sleep, while making candles
something only the rich would
burn. And, of course, the computer
revolutionised the modern office.
			 If businesses do not keep up
with technology, they will be left by
the wayside. Imagine a business
operating without a computer in
2019. For one, nobody will want to
work for them. Routine tasks, such
as mail or accounting, would take
so long to do that the business will
be left behind from day 1. In fact,
the modern employee is required
to have basic computing skills—so
important are computers nowadays to businesses.
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			 But what about the next generation of technology? For all its
promises of productivity gains and
efficiency streamlining, businesses
are notoriously slow to adopt technology. Lack of knowledge, as well
as a conservative mindset mean
that businesses are reluctant to invest in emerging technologies despite their huge potential.
			 However, it has been proven
time and again that technology
does indeed give businesses big
advantages, especially over less
nimble competitors. A small business equipped with the latest
technology can even punch above
its weight, outmanoeuvring bigger and less wieldy corporations.
Technology enables the democratisation of the marketplace, allowing SMEs to compete with the big
boys in their class.
			 Nevertheless, the journey towards technological change is not
an easy one. Going it alone entails

a massive investment in time and
money. Furthermore, without a
technology partner, a business may
spend more than it should chasing
after bad information or using solutions that do not suit their needs.
			 In conjunction with the hype
that is Industry 4.0 and the ongoing
digital transformation, many SMEs,
especially in the manufacturing
sector, are still unsure about what
exactly Industry 4.0 is, and how
they are going to start adopting this
trend into their business operations.
			 Therefore, finding a suitable
technology partner like Dynamic
X Consulting will make the change
to next generation technology less
onerous. Dynamic X Consulting
provides technology consulting
services for SMEs to deliver the
most effective solutions for business operations. In addition, valuable information about digital transformation can be obtained through
technology partnerships with specialist consulting firms.
			 Dynamic X Consulting is committed to helping business partners
drive transformation and deliver

business outcomes. By driving innovation and providing a platform
for strategic insights within the
business, solutions can range from
enterprise resource planning (ERP)
to human capital management,
data analytics and industry-specific solutions.
			 Powered by Sage, solutions by
Dynamic X Consulting can range
from simple solutions for SMEs
starting out, to complex systems
overhaul for corporate transformation programmes. Such solutions
include Sage X3, MESPRO, and
DIMO Maint for overall digital technology solutions, as well as Sage
300 People and AIworks Solutions
specialising in HR and upskilling
programmes.
			 Importantly, such solutions
are affordable and involve the latest technology—suitable for SMEs
which may have a limited budget
for digital transformation. As mentioned, SMEs need to change to
continue to stay relevant and stay
competitive. It need not be expensive, but the will to change needs
to be there.

Call +603-2713 1731, visit www.dynamic-x.net, or e-mail marketing@dynamic-x.net to find out more about Dynamic X Consulting’s solutions.

n the fast moving
world of SMEs,
searching out the
fastest-moving
among them is
not an easy task.
Since its inception in
2009, the SME100 Awards has
surveyed over 8,200 nominees
across Southeast Asia, seeking out
the fastest-moving SMEs. Utilising
a host of criteria and site auditing
process, the Awards identify 100
SMEs every year to be crowned
as ‘Fast-Moving Companies’.
Over the past 10 years, the
speed of SME growth has only
become faster. Technological
progress and the development
of interconnected markets have
only accelerated the pace at which
fast-moving SMEs can achieve.
Thus, the SME100 Awards has
now come to be recognised as a
prestigious benchmark attracting

I

the attention of investors, media,
and clients from across the region
and beyond.

BEGINNINGS

The SME100 Awards started life
in Malaysia as a project by SME
Magazine. Since the magazine
was published, its editors have
been asking: Who are the best
SMEs in the country? What do
SMEs think about the economy?
What constitutes business
excellence for SMEs?
These were thought
to be simple questions, but
answers were hard to come
by. Information on SMEs was
fragmented. Statistics and reports
on SMEs were piecemeal and not
done in a systematic way.
Therefore, the team at
SME Magazine started doing
in-house research. The team
spoke to the thousands of SMEs

who read the magazine to get
their data and feedback. Thus,
the idea of crowning fast-moving
SMEs was conceived.
But just ranking SMEs
based on numbers is not
sufficient. For example, there are
over 900,000 registered SMEs in
Malaysia, comprising over 98 per
cent of business establishments
in the country.
So, the team came up with
a system to rank SMEs. A basket
of quantitative and qualitative
criteria was formulated, with a
focus on growth and resilience. In
addition, the SME100 Awards is
also given in 20 selected industry
groupings. These industry
groupings represent a crosssection of fast-growing industries
where SMEs are active in.

MAKING PROGRESS

The SME100 Awards was

launched in 2009 by Malaysia’s
then Second Finance Minister,
Datuk Seri Ahmad Husni
Hanadzlah. More than 400 SMEs
submitted their entries in the
first year alone. From there, the
SME100 team carefully sieved
through the entries, including
extensive site visits to interview
and verify the information
submitted by the nominees.
From there, the Awards
grew from strength to strength.
The very next year, in 2010,
the SME CEO Forum was
introduced as a companion event
for SME100—which has since
grown into much-anticipated
event in its own right. The
SME100 Awards were also
introduced into other regions
of Malaysia, starting with the
Northern region of Malaysia in
2012, and East Malaysia in 2014.
In 2015, the SME100

Awards went international, with
the Singapore edition held for
the first time, followed by the
Indonesia edition in 2019. This
was a step towards a regional
programme, to bridge borders
and enhance the growth of SMEs
in ASEAN.

To further enhance the
value of the SME100 Awards,
various initiatives have been
hosted for alumni of the Awards.
The SME100 CEO Academy, a
continuous learning programme,
was launched in 2018 with HELP
University’s ELM Graduate School.
Furthermore, a trade mission to
THE ULTIMATE
Can Tho in Vietnam was held
in 2019 to further enhance ties
RECOGNITION FOR SMEs
between the city and the wider
Today, the SME100 Awards
stands out as the region’s premier ASEAN business community.
Over the years, the SME100
recognition for SMEs to strive for.
Awards has crowned many of the
In partnership with
fastest-moving companies in the
partners such as the Small and
region. Over 90 past recipients
Medium Enterprises Association
of the Award since 2009 are now
(SAMENTA) Malaysia,
Singapore International Chamber either publicly listed, or have since
been acquired by much larger
of Commerce, and Kamar
corporations. As the Awards looks
Dagang dan Industri Indonesia
forward to its next 10 years and
(KADIN), the SME100 Awards
beyond, who knows which SME
has attained a level of prestige
crowned today will be a worldand professionalism that truly
separates the wheat from the chaff. beater tomorrow?
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VINCCI

stablished in 1981, Vincci
provides high quality,
stylish and fashionable
shoes at competitive prices
both nationally and internationally. It
is one of the most profitable brands
under the Padini Group and was
established to market ladies shoes,
bags, belts and other accessories. It is
a leader in textile and garment
industry Malaysia. The home-grown
accessories and footwear brand has
opened over 100 outlets throughout
Southeast Asia as well as other
countries around the world.
Vincci in Malaysia is a low cost
franchise opportunity which requires
initial investment of about RM
400,000 (approx. US$95,500) and
franchise fees of about RM38,000
(approx.. US$9,000). The royalty fee
is 4 per cent of the monthly gross
revenue. The investment varies
according to the size of the outlet.

E

he textiles and apparel industry is a
significant player within the global
marketplace that is worth trillions. It
combines the ever-expanding
ambitiousness of industry together with
the innovation and creativity of designers
and artists in order to fulfil the desires
and ego of human being’s never ending quest to one-up each
other in terms of aesthetics.
After all, we humans are aesthetic creatures by nature.
It is our pride and ego that causes us to push ourselves to the
limit to strive for ever greater achievements. It is also what
drives us to spend hundreds on clothing and accessories to
look the best we can.
The current global textile and apparel industry is worth
over US$3 trillion. Global menswear is approximately valued
around US$571 billion and womenswear around US$773
billion. And this is not even counting the other miscellaneous
categories of clothing.
As such, the textile industry is truly a global juggernaut
that cannot be underestimated by any means. In this edition
of SME Magazine, we will be taking a look at a handful of
clothing and accessory retail franchises that can be found
in Asia.

T
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PENSHOPPE

riginating in Cebu, Philippines,
Penshoppe is the flagship brand of
Golden ABC, and one of the
Philippines’ leading casual clothing
brands. It started in 1986, as a college project
between friends. Penshoppe has evolved over the
years into a lifestyle brand offering a wide variety
of merchandise.
For more than 20 years Penshoppe had been
known to provide clothes with quality design
and globally up to date style. After many years of
dominating the fashion industry in the Philippines,
it has expanded globally. First, opening a
boutique in Dubai, then followed by expanding to
other Asian countries such as Malaysia, Indonesia,
Singapore and even in Australia.
Thanks to the well-established nature of
Penshoppe, you will largely benefit and leverage
on your investment if you decide to own a
franchise. Penshoppe will provide you with the
tools and materials needed to conduct business.
Franchisees will also be able to benefit from the
low-cost supplies and marketing techniques and
strategies applied from the franchiser.

O

WELLBORN

ellborn Company is a famous clothing
brand for young men and women in
Indonesia. It is a purveyor of up-to-date
fashion for men and women, including
clothes, pants, bags, hats, wallets, accessories, etc.
Their vision is to strive to become the most current
and prolific fashion brand in the region. As such,
they have a heavy presence in both physical retail
as well as ecommerce retailing.
Since its establishment in 2006, Wellborn
has spent more than a decade providing the latest
and greatest trends and apparel within Indonesia’s
textile market. They have set an example by being
a leading provider of quality, low-cost, trendsetting clothes and accessories. Their ventures into
ecommerce has played an especially large part in
their continued success, with near-constant flash
sales on some of the most in-demand fashion items.
The franchise fee for a single unite franchise
is under a minimum order quantity system. Each
franchise term lasts for five years and the set-up
costs can vary greatly depending on the location of
the outlet. The size of each outlet is also expected
to be around 1500 square feet.

W
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Official name: Kingdom of Sweden (Konungariket Sverige) Capital: Stockholm Land area: 410,335 sq km Population: 10,040,995 (July 2018 est.) Languages: Swedish (official), English
widely understood Currency: Swedish kronor (SEK) GDP: US$518 billion (2017 est.) GDP per capita: US$51,200 (2017 est.) Main exports: machinery, motor vehicles, paper products,
pulp and wood, iron and steel products, chemicals Main export partners: Germany, Norway, Finland, United States, Denmark, United Kingdom, Netherlands, China, Belgium, France
Main imports: machinery, petroleum and petroleum products, chemicals, motor vehicles, iron and steel; foodstuffs, clothing Main import partners: Germany, Netherlands, Norway, Denmark, China, United
Kingdom, Finland, Belgium Country code top-level domain: .se

he ancient nation of Vikings, Sweden is known
today as a friendly, open country. In both of the
World Wars, Sweden preserved an armed
neutrality and thus its industrial base was left
relatively unscathed. This allowed Swedish
companies to contribute to the rebuilding of
Europe and continue exporting.
Since then, Sweden has pursued a successful economic
formula consisting of a capitalist system intermixed with substantial
welfare elements. Sweden joined the European Union in 1995,
but the public rejected the introduction of the euro in a 2003
referendum. This was largely out of concern that joining the
European monetary union world diminish Sweden’s sovereignty
over its welfare system.
Among the Scandinavian bloc, Sweden is known as an industrial and economic powerhouse. As the 16th largest economy in the
world (according to GDP), Swedish citizens enjoy some of the highest standards of living in the world. In addition, Sweden has very
low levels of income inequality, having a very low Gini coefficient.

T

With this, Sweden’s small, open, and competitive economy
has been thriving and Sweden has achieved an enviable standard
of living with its combination of free-market capitalism and
extensive welfare benefits.
Swedish brands are well-known across the world, but
Sweden’s economy is far more diversified than just cars and
furniture. Timber, hydropower, and iron ore constitute the
resource base of a manufacturing economy that relies heavily on
foreign trade. Large organisations, both in manufacturing and
services, dominate the Swedish economy.
Exports, including engines and other machines, motor
vehicles, and telecommunications equipment, account for more
than 44 per cent of GDP. High and medium-high technology
manufacturing accounts for 9.9 per cent of GDP. Sweden enjoys a
current account surplus of about 5 per cent of GDP, which is one
of the highest margins in Europe.
In terms of structure, the Swedish economy is characterised
by a large, knowledge-intensive and export-oriented manufacturing
sector. There is an increasing, but comparatively small, business
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service sector. By international
standards, there is also a large
public service sector.

SWEDISH TRADE WITH ASEAN

Swedish companies have had a
long presence in ASEAN. Among
the most visible are Volvo cars,
IKEA furniture, and Electrolux
appliances.
Currently, Sweden’s trade
with ASEAN is conducted
through the EU-ASEAN
framework of trade agreements.
Furthermore, Sweden also
conducts frequent ASEAN trade
missions in concert with other
Scandinavian countries like
Norway and Denmark.
For the ASEAN market,
increasing purchasing power,
an ageing population, high
urbanisation, demand for high
technology products and services
that are also sustainable has
augmented the demand for
Swedish solutions. With strengths
in transportation and sustainable
technology, Swedish companies
are in a good position to take
advantage of this demand.
For example, a 2018 survey
by Swedish government body
Business Sweden found that 74
per cent of Swedish investors
in Malaysia plan to invest more
in their business operations
here. Over 59 per cent of the
survey’s participating companies
are large industry leaders with

annual global turnovers of over
€50 million.
Swedish Ambassador to
Malaysia Dag Juhlin-Dannfelt
believes Swedish companies see
Malaysia as a good entry point
to Southeast Asia. “The Swedish
commercial presence in Malaysia
is substantial, and is growing. In
addition to MNCs, several smaller
and medium sized companies
are finding the business and
investment environment in
Malaysia promising.”
In addition, since Sweden
and Swedish goods have a favourable image in Southeast Asia, an

elevated level of trade will benefit
both Sweden and ASEAN companies, especially SMEs. Swedish
Minister for Enterprise and
Innovation Lars Mikael Damberg has said with the United
States stepping back a little bit
in free trade, the ASEAN region
is really pushing the agenda for
more trades, which offers great
opportunity for Swedish companies. “At the moment, we are
seeing investment opportunities
involving financial technology
and digital transformation that
ASEAN SMEs could do with
Sweden,” he said.
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TECHNOLOGY
BY
STEPHEN
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n the era of digital experiences, customer knowledge
is a currency. By understanding customers
intimately, the engagement
between both parties
become more meaningful as
it is vital for an enterprise to invest millions in
analytics, research, focus groups and fundamentally talking to real-life customers.
While customers come from a variety of
different industries and verticals — from media
to retail, to hospitality, and more — there’s a
remarkable consistency in the challenges they
have and the concerns they voice as they lead
their businesses through digital transformation.
Great customer care involves getting
to know them well, that their needs are
anticipated and exceed their expectations. By
being attentive to them whenever in contact,
customers can be understood better. In that
spirit, here are five key things customers talk
about how digital transformation gets real by
changing customer expectations.

I

DIGITAL IS NO LONGER A SIDE PROJECT
— IT’S THE CORE BUSINESS. It was common

for businesses to treat digital as just another
sales or marketing channel. But now it is clear
that every single part of the business needs to
work together to support a successful digital
strategy. The reason is because of customer
expectations. They expect to have a unique
relationship with every business. They expect
brands to remember who they are, understand
their needs, anticipate their interests, engage
in conversations, and provide personalized
experiences.
Southeast Asia’s customer expectations
are higher among older customers. Customers
over 50 are more likely to believe that brands
know and respect them (60 indexes out of
100) and delight them (57 indexes) at every
turn. The survey shows that business bottomlines could be negatively impacted if these
expectations are not met. Every part of the
business has to be accountable to the customer
relationship and collaborate to provide a great
experience at every touchpoint.
One of the things customers consistently
emphasize is that they’re looking for ways to
create, keep, and manage these relationships
with their customers across every part of the
business. This mirrors the findings of our Digital Trends survey, which found that 71 percent
of all respondents believe that “optimizing the
customer journey across multiple touchpoints”
is very important for their marketing efforts.

01. SILOS KILL DIGITAL AND DATA
OPPORTUNITIES. It turns out that digital

technology makes it easy to collect data. The
hard part is getting that data to flow across
organizations and leveraging it in effective
decision-making.
Customers are excited about the possibilities for maximizing the potential of their
customer data. And they each have the same
challenge — making use of it effectively. To capture value from customer data, the goal is to
perceive it as a business and cultural challenge.

02. CHANGE MANAGEMENT IS KEY TO
MAXIMIZING TECHNOLOGY. Once businesses

grasp the scope of the cultural challenge in
going digital, investing in change management
becomes common sense. Employees at every
level of the business have to learn new skills,
new languages, new processes, and new KPIs
as they develop closer accountability to the
customer experience.
In their 2017 report — The State of
Digital Transformation — Altimeter found
that “low digital expertise among employees
and leadership” and “company culture” were
two of the top three challenges for digital
transformation initiatives.
Forward-looking businesses will invest
as equally in training as they do in tools, and
think through the new roles and responsibilities that may be required to manage the
customer journey from beginning to end.
Typically, this change needs to start at the
top. That’s why many successful businesses
have created new roles in the C-suite — like a
chief digital officer or chief customer officer —
to own responsibility for the digital experience
at a high level, with accountability directly to
the CEO.

03. QUICK WINS ARE CRITICAL. Being able

to show immediate, tangible results goes a
long way towards creating buy-in with internal
stakeholders, and avoiding the resistance to
change that can slow down digital efforts.
With Rabobank’s discovery, the implementation of a digital signature solution has been
well received both by internal and external
stakeholders. The new e-signature workflow
has improved digitalization in the customer
journey, making customer interactions with the
bank more cohesive and efficient.
One of the great things about improving
digital strategy is that even small changes can
show immediate benefit. That’s the kind of
quick-win that eliminates second-guessing and
helps keep everyone focused on the big picture.

04. THE BEST ARE NEVER SATISFIED. Many

customers are widely recognized as digital
leaders in the industry, and one of the
correspondence is that they are never satisfied
and believe they can do better. Customer
expectations change so rapidly, and the best
technology practices are still in the infancy, so
there is always room for improvement.
Success in digital transformation comes
not from meeting a finite goal, but from a
commitment to continuous change. Digital
leaders are always looking for new ways to
increase their empathy and understanding of
the customer, apply new efficiencies to their
processes, and deliver new value to their
customer experience.

STEPHEN FRIEDER IS PRESIDENT OF ADOBE AMERICAS.

magine this. You own a business; you’ve got a great product
with a small, but solid team and a decent pool of existing
customers. You’ve either acquired customers organically or
have been using a single marketing channel, but you feel like
you’ve hit a brick wall; sales has plateaued, and you can’t
seem to gain any incremental revenue. What do you do?
			 Radio is proven to be an effective tool in driving brand awareness
and word of mouth, as well as overall loyalty and action. Astro Radio,
Malaysia’s largest radio network, wants to help small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) grow their brands and businesses as they are pivotal
to national growth. It has tailored a special SME package that offers up to
60% off its commercial airtime and digital platforms with flexible financing.

I

			 As part of the package, Astro
Radio offers campaign planning
and augmented services such as
commercial production to ensure
SMEs get the biggest bang for
their buck. The media owner has
also introduced a credit card
payment option for SMEs.
			 Here, we take a look at the
experience that Mr Alvin Wong,
Marketing Manager of Funding
Societies, had using Astro Radio’s
SME package:
			 “The business model for
Funding Societies relies heavily
on having a pool of investors
available in our network. So, we
are constantly looking for ways
to increase our database. When
we heard about Astro Radio’s
SME package, we jumped at the
chance of dipping our toes in
utilising paid media advertising at
the fraction of the price.”
			 “We reached out to Astro
Radio and one of their Sales
Specialists immediately contacted
us. We had a consultation session
where we discussed Funding

Societies’ business objectives and
goals and they got back to us with
a proposal within 3 working days.”
			 “What they proposed was
in line with our objectives and
because of Astro Radio’s 16.7
million listeners and 27 million
social media followers, we believe
that this was a good investment
that would reap benefits for the
business.”
			 Mr Wong continued, “Prior to
our campaign, our website traffic
was healthy. Right after launching
our radio ads on Astro Radio
brands MIX, MY and MELODY,
our traffic flow increased by 80%.
Our Brand Keyword search also
increased by 45%. The best part
was that this campaign helped
us increase our New Registered
Investors by 64%.”
			 The Astro Radio SME
package was launched on 11th
February 2019. Responses to date
have been positive, with Astro
Radio believing more SMEs will
sign-up due to the conveniences
this solution offers.
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xperts across the board
agree: The best way to
prevent ransomware attacks
is to take a multi-layered
approach. Since the first
phase in a ransomware
attack almost always involves social
engineering, employee cyber security training
is a good place to start. But if attackers get in,
you’ll need to be able to recover from an
attack. Make regular offline backups (and
practice restoring them) so you can get back to
business quickly.

E

Whatever you do, don’t just do nothing.
Ransomware attacks are on the rise, and no
organisation is too small to escape attackers’
notice. Plus, since some victims make large
ransomware payments to get their data back,
ransomware has proven to be profitable, so
the problem will only get worse. Some experts
even suggest that the best way to prevent
ransomware attacks is for the government to
make it illegal to pay ransoms.
Here, Synopsys Software Integrity
Group gathered opinions from experts to
figure out best advice and practices, in case
the worst happens.

PREVENT RANSOMWARE WITH END-TO-END
SECURITY MEASURES The best strategy to

deal with ransomware must include both
preventive and recovery measures. As any
security professional will agree, the first thing
everyone must do is keep their systems up to
date. It’s extremely difficult, if not impossible,
to properly defend unpatched systems against
ransomware or any form of malware.
It’s imperative to have a highly effect
endpoint protection solution installed on
each system—particularly one that leverages

machine learning instead of relying upon
signatures. — Jeremiah Grossman, founder of
WhiteHat Security

PRIORITISE NETWORK SECURITY

To prevent ransomware attacks, organisations
need to make network security a top priority.
Deploying anti-virus and anti-malware
software is the first step in eliminating
cybersecurity breaches. To further protect
the network, organisations can restrict access
control at certain levels.
For instance, the United States Computer
Emergency Readiness Team (US-CERT)
recommends configuring access controls (file,
directory, and network share permissions)
with least privilege in mind. In other words,
users who require access only to read
documents, files, etc., should not be allowed to
edit those specific files, directories or shares. —
Perry Price, CEO of Renovation Systems

CREATE A STRONG BACKUP PLAN

Data is a company’s most precious asset, but
storing it entails a major responsibility to keep
that data safe. This isn’t just the responsibility
of the IT or security team. There is a collective

obligation across the entire organisation.
Well managed data is easier to locate,
utilise and update with the latest security
policies, making it easier to protect from
attackers. However, you must also make
careful, considered decisions about how that
data is backed up in the cloud. Prevention is
the best option, but when your defenses fail
you also need a strong backup plan to protect
your most valuable data. — Jasmit Sagoo,
senior director, head of technology UK and
Ireland at Veritas Technologies

DON’T PAY RANSOMS

The better long-term response is to invest
in data backups and recovery mechanisms,
because technology failures can happen
for many reasons, most of which are
not malicious. Large enterprises whose
customers need timely access to resources are
irresponsible if they don’t have such a plan
in place. As for municipal computer systems
potentially held hostage, it’s up to citizens to
demand that their governments adequately
fund IT budgets to meet the rising threats.
— Tyler Moore, Tandy associate professor of
cybersecurity at University of Tulsa

Play a wacky round of mini golf while having a drink at Holey Moley Golf Club

Unique products at Design Orchard

The chef preparing teppanyaki at Waku Ghin

The rooftop bar at Loof

SINGAPORE:
PASSION MADE
POSSIBLE
BUSINESS TRAVEL TO
SINGAPORE: AFTER HOURS

ou’ve wrapped up
your last meeting of
the day, and you’ve
got some time to kill.
Keen to sample what
Singapore has to offer? Here are
some of the after-work ideas for your
next visit to Singapore!

Y

SEE AND DO Whatever your interests, Singapore has a wide selection
of things to do—all within easy reach
from anywhere on the island.
			 To unwind after a day of meetings, Singapore has several quirky
leisure spaces. Located in the heart
of Tanjong Pagar, NINETEEN80 is
a retro arcade bar and discotheque
paying homage to all things 80s and
90s—a world of old school arcade
games and nostalgic cocktails with
a twist. And in Clarke Quay, Holey
Moley Golf Club is a mini golf course
and bar that combines crazy putting
action with drinks and snacks.
			 Nature lovers can also explore
Singapore’s green spaces, which
make for an escape away from the
city. The Gardens by the Bay is a stun-

ning garden consisting of awardwinning conservatories and iconic
Supertrees. Replete with seasonal
floral displays and vertical gardens,
it is a modern interpretation of a
green space in the city. The evening
view is very different than the day,
when the Supertrees are all lit up
and a light and sound show takes
place every night.

SHOP TILL YOU DROP It goes
without saying that Singapore’s retail scene is world-class. Singapore
is a paradise for must-have international fashion, trendy bazaars and a
whole lot more.
			Before you start that shopping expedition, you should know
that many malls in Singapore offer tourist privileges, so bring your
passports along to take advantage
of them. Many stores are open till
10pm—enough time to get that after-hours shopping in.
			Stroll down Orchard Road—
Singapore’s premier shopping
district. Whether you’re looking for
international luxury brands, styl-

ish homegrown labels or trendy high-street fashion collections, Orchard
Road remains the destination for shopaholics across Asia. Nestled among
the Chanels and Pradas is Design Orchard, a brand new space for local
designers to showcase their workmanship. Featuring new, emerging and
established brands along the likes of Yacht 21, Monogram Tea, The Paper
Bunny, Pew Pew Patches and many others, this retail showcase is a definite must-visit if you’re looking for unique gifts to call your own.
			Singapore’s largest mall, VivoCity, is located a little bit away from
Orchard Road along the island’s famous harbourfront, a short ride away
from Sentosa. When you think you’ve shopped enough, hop on the cable
car to Sentosa, which offers yet more shopping experiences alongside
Singapore’s famous leisure playground.

EAT AND DRINK Singaporeans are arguably the world’s most discerning gourmets. The island’s incredibly diverse range of dining options will
cater to food lovers from all walks of life. If you appreciate a good meal,
there’s a cuisine for every taste and budget.
			 Popular with tourists and locals alike, Singapore’s Japanese food scene
is probably second only to that in Japan. Japanese chefs love the laid-back
yet inspiring Singaporean food culture. For casual eats, Kabuke is a Sake
gastrobar that combines the art of kabuki and the wonders of Japanese sake
paired with a hearty repertoire of contemporary Japanese cuisine.
			 At the other end of the scale, Tetsuya Wakuda’s world-renowned
Waku Ghin is a Japanese-European fusion food experience like no other.
Sample much-talked-about signatures like the marinated botan shrimp
with sea urchin while sipping on some fine sake.
			For contemporary Michelin-starred Singapore cuisine, Candlenut
takes a contemporary yet authentic approach to traditional Straits-Chinese
cuisine. Helmed by chef Malcolm Lee, Candlenut features twists on classics
like wagyu beef rendang and lobster pie tee. Another star in the Singaporean constellation is Restaurant Ibid which serves creative Chinese dishes
like tiger prawn with Shaoxing emulsion and Jinhua ham-infused custard.
			 Singapore’s nightlife scene has also exploded into a whirl of music,
drink and entertainment that caters to both party animals and those seeking a quieter night out. A new trend in Singaporean nightlife is rooftop bars
like nostalgia-themed Loof at Odeon Towers, and The Other Roof which
serves unique tea-finished spirits and cocktails.
			 For a historic bar experience, a visit to the Long Bar at the newly
refurbished Raffles Hotel is a must—where the Singapore Sling was invented. Another quirk of the Long Bar is the practice of sweeping peanut
shells off the table and bar counter to the floor—quite possibly the only
place in Singapore where littering is encouraged.

Pick Singapore as your next business travel destination, and be amazed at the possibilities! For more information, check out visitsingapore.com.
Make your business event in Singapore a one-of-a-kind experience. Get started at www.visitsingapore.com/mice, or e-mail secb@stb.gov.sg.
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driven organisations that are
equipped for the 21st Century.

nyone can have an idea.
Ideas are cheap and they
are plenty.
The challenge is turning that
‘amazing’ idea or invention into a
commercially viable business entity.
Many people throw their
hearts, souls, energy and wallets
into developing their idea.
Designing, crafting and forming
it. Then thinking about ways how
they are going to market their
idea to customers using marketing
strategies and tactics. They are
looking from the inside out.
Yet the key questions many
start-ups fail to explore first are:
		 Are there customers and
markets looking for a solution
that your idea can solve?
		 Are these potential customers
prepared to pay for your solution?

A

Is your idea really innovative, new or different? If so how many
‘early adopters’ would be willing to buy it and get on board early
versus something they are already familiar with?
Is there a big enough customer market for your idea on which to build
a commercially viable business?
What competition will you be facing when you enter the market?
How many businesses are you competing with directly?
How big are they?
Are you entering an overcrowded market with big players who have
lotsof money to spend on marketing, advertising and sales or is the
market a ‘cottage’ industry that has lots of small players, one-manbands, etc.?
These questions and other questions need to be answered before anyone
officially starts any business.
        If you cannot find markets of sufficient size (yet) and you don’t have
something that meets clients’ current or emerging needs and priorities
then don’t start.
        As I’ve said to many people before, if your business idea is not
commercially viable then it’s a hobby.
        A word of caution: don’t get confused or distracted by programmes
or books telling you that having an idea and will to make it work is

all it takes. It isn’t, and the
questions offered here are a
starting point.
However, if your business
idea has the potential to be
commercially viable then watch
out for the second main reason
start-ups fail:
The quality of their
management team and poor
sales execution.
Another topic for another time.
So before you invest all
that time, money and effort, I
suggest you do your homework
first and check there is a viable
market wanting what you have
to offer and are willing to pay
for it and you have a distinct
competitive advantage.
Remember everybody
lives by selling something.
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Brad Feld has been an
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y meditation app popped
up this message after my
daily morning meditation
yesterday.
I’ve been meditating on and
off for a while. But it’s been an on
and off thing, not a daily habit.
In April, after some complex
emotional dynamics (how’s that for
a euphemism), I decided to start
meditating daily. I missed a few
days here and there and then in
mid-May decided to cut the bullshit
with myself and just do it first thing

M

every morning when I woke up.
Last week, both Fred Wilson and Seth Godin blogged about the
power of streaks and how they’ve both built daily blogging habits. Fred
highlighted the same section of Seth’s post that I’m highlighting below,
which is just pure gold.
		 Streaks are their own reward.
		 Streaks create internal pressure that keeps streaks going.
		 Streaks require commitment at first, but then the commitment turns
		 into a practice, and the practice into a habit.
		 Habits are much easier to maintain than commitments.
I made a conscious decision many years ago that I wouldn’t blog daily,
but regularly, partly in reaction to my desire to go off the grid for
chunks of time (digital Sabbath, weekends, weeks, or even longer in

A DECADE OF

EXCELLENCE

www.hrasiamedia.com

some cases.) I didn’t want the
blog to be a habit that I did daily,
but then took vacations from.
I’m the same with running.
It’s a deeply developed habit
that I love, but I know the
importance of rest, so I don’t try
to run every day.
But, for me, meditation
is different. I’m 90 days into a
daily routine and it has definitely
become a habit. It’ll be interesting
to see if the streak lasts 180 days,
or 365 days, or 3653 days.

UP YOUR SERVICE!

y grandparents grew up in
a time when impeccable
service was expected, and
was delivered in the restaurants
they took me to as a child.
I still remember. It wasn’t just
the act of providing an excellent
service experience. Service
was the way it was done. From
the time a tuxedo clad maitre’d
walked us to a white linen covered
table, a napkin gently shaken
out and laid carefully across my
lap, through the crumbs being
brushed from our table as dessert
and coffee were served with grace,
this kind of elegant service was in
style. Anything less than pristine
service in my grandparents day
signalled the end of a successful
restaurant business.
Now, fast forward 50 years.
Service culture has frequently been
lost to rapid turn-over of employees, profit first mentality, and a
crescendo of automated processes.
A great service experience has
become the exception, not the
rule. When did we go from being
shocked by poor service culture, to
being shocked by finding a service
culture that is GREAT?

M

But there is GOOD news here!
The widespread lack of service culture in business, government
and society leaves an amazing opportunity to seize a leadership
position by building an uplifting service culture in your organization.
A powerful and preferred culture leads to better margins, better
customers, a better reputation, and the ability to attract and
retain better staff. In short, the opportunity to build a sustainable
competitive advantage.
One great example is the long-standing position of the Ritz Carlton
Hotels. Their well-regarded credo is: “We are Ladies and Gentlemen,
serving Ladies and Gentlemen”. This is the beacon they use to recruit,
develop, manage and deliver the world class service for which they are
so well known.
Twice the recipient of the famed Malcolm Baldridge quality
award, the company empowers every employee up to $2,000 to take
whatever action they deem necessary to make an upset customer fully
satisfied. This is not a budget per employee per year; it is the level of
personal authority accorded to each staff member per incident!
And how has this paid off? When travellers throughout the world
look for world-class hospitality, the Ritz Carlton is one brand that leaps
to mind. When journalists look for a widely recognized icon of superior
service, the same brand is often quoted. How much is this public
perception and brand value worth? You can hardly measure.
The Ritz Carlton put their stake in the ground as the Service
Culture Leader in the hospitality space. Singapore Airlines did it in
high-end air travel. Southwest Airlines in the budget airline space.
Zappos is doing it today in online retailing, with a different style, yet
closely aligned with their corporate parent, Amazon.
So – how is this done? How does a company become a leader in
service culture? The answer is more practical and proven than many
realize today. It is neither magical nor “soft and fuzzy” and is not
dependent upon a charismatic individual or two.

COLUMN
WITH RON KAUFMAN

Ron Kaufman is the
world’s leading educator
and motivator for upgrading
customer service and uplifting
service culture. He is author
of the bestselling “UP! Your
Service” books and founder of
UP! Your Service.

The process of building a
powerful and profitable service
culture can in fact be engineered:
the same way my grandparent’s
favourite restaurant put it to
work every day with careful
planning, top down support,
daily reminders, a dedicated staff,
and engaging vision and values.
If you decide to build your
own Uplifting Service Culture,
don’t worry. There won’t be
much competition for you to deal
with. The majority will not make
the effort.
Will you?
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really think that my
opinions and suggestions
on selling to small
businesses can add value to many
of you because I lived that life – I
operated and navigated within a
small business environment for
much of my 20s.
Here are a few things to keep in
mind when you’re selling to SMEs:

I

HIGHLIGHT HIDDEN COSTS

Small businesses tend to be very
“literal” in the way they look at
cash and their bottom line.
It makes sense. Many small
business owners have saved up
for years or decades to buy their
businesses or they’ve spend years
building it from the ground up. To
them, cash is king – the cash that
they can actually see going into the
register or in the bank account every month. They can’t “see” hidden
hosts, so it’s harder to understand.
For example, you can’t expect
them to understand the cost of
training employees, or the cost of
lost productivity in choosing one
tool over another. They can’t “see”
it so it doesn’t register for them
right away.

When you’re selling to small businesses, make it super clear what
those hidden costs are and put a dollar amount on it.

MAKE IT AN “ROI” CONVERSATION Along the lines of the last point…
short term sales matter more to small businesses than big brands because
of issues like cashflow. There’s just not as much money to throw around
and small business owners are just a lot more sensitive to it.
If you can make your pitch an ROI conversation – as in showing
them that they’re wasting $200 a month on lost productivity and your
$99 / month service can fix that – then you’ll help them see how your
service can put more cash in their pocket in the next 1, 2, 3, 4 months.
REMEMBER IT’S ABOUT UNDERPRICED ATTENTION, NOT “SOCIAL MEDIA”

A guy asked me a question I was pumped about – he said his company
ran a test to get cheap attention by running banner ads in the concourse
at the airport since he was targeting SMBs.
What I really care about isn’t social media or Facebook or
Instagram – it’s underpriced attention. It doesn’t matter to me where it
is, whether it’s online or real life. It only matters that it’s a good deal and
ideally, you can see how well it’s working or not working.
The challenge with a lot of traditional media is that the
measurement is done on “potential reach” – not actual reach or
consumption. It leads to poor data and a lack of understanding of
whether your media dollars are actually effective.
The advice I gave the guy who asked me a question was to put a
phone number on the banner ad at the airport and ask people to text the
number if they have a business problem. That way, they can collect data
and get a sense for how many people are consuming and taking action.

HOST IN-PERSON EVENTS USING FACEBOOK, INSTAGRAM, OR LINKEDIN
ADS Leveraging Facebook ads, Instagram ads, and LinkedIn to create
and promote in-person events is an unbelievable opportunity.

You can position the event
however you want.
If it were me, I would do it
around wine because that’s
authentic to me. But you could
host a dinner, a golf competition,
or a number of other things.
Here’s a very tactical
example of how you would do
this if you had a business that
sells to small dance studios:
First, run ads at a low cost
by targeting an area where there
are a lot of dance studios.
Next, record an authentic
video straight from your phone or
webcam talking about your event
and what you’ll talk about. It
could literally be something super
simple, like a dinner at a local
restaurant.
When you run the video ad,
put all the information in the copy
with a link to a Google Form –
and in that Google Form, include
an open ended question that gives
you insight into whether or not
you can convert them.
You can invite people who
give the “right” answer to this
question, and host your event
with a captive audience.

SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
can grow a pretty decent
five o'clock shadow—
above my upper lip and
only after about a week. Unlike
the bearded lady at the circus,
when it comes to facial hair,
there's really not much there!
Can you think of something
else which, at first glance, appears
to be OK but upon closer inspection, there's really not much there?
Did you guess sales pipelines?
As I wrote about a month ago,
46 per cent of salespeople fail to
maintain a full pipeline but most
salespeople don't even know how
many opportunities must be in the
pipeline for it to be full.
46 per cent is very similar to
the percentage of reps that make
their quota each year. Coincidence?
This is really a hunting issue
and as I wrote in last month's
article, only 33 per cent of all salespeople have hunting as a strength.
So what are hunting-averse
salespeople to do? Cold emails
don't work very well. Want proof?
I get at least a half-dozen cold
emails each day just from companies trying to sell a service to book
meetings by using email, LinkedIn
and Twitter. I delete those emails.
Cold calls still work the
way they always did but not until
you reach a decision maker.
Most salespeople give up after
four attempts but today it takes

I

between six and fifteen attempts to actually get through.
Outsourced and semi-automated cold calls work if you outsource
them to a company that's good at it—like ConnectAndSell—who also offers automated dialling. They dial multiple names on your list at the same
time until someone answers and then the salesperson takes over the call.
An inside team of Sales Development reps can book meetings if
you're willing to make the investment and settle for the underwhelming
results. They might be able to average 1.5 meetings booked per week.
If they do it on their own, salespeople should be two to three times
better. Of course, if you already have a flow of inbound leads, SDR's
can follow up on those leads as they come in. Immediate follow up has
a significantly better chance of converting. For most salespeople, even
with the aid of an SDR-scheduled meeting, the pipeline isn't full. They
need to supplement - but probably aren't doing that.
Woody Allen said that 80 per cent of success is showing up. While
good messaging beats lack of messaging, showing up wins the day over
those who hide.
That applies to cold calls. There aren't many salespeople who are
good at making cold calls but those who are committed to making them,
are disciplined about it, and call until they reach their targets, succeed
because they did what most salespeople won't do. Here are some good
reasons to get back into the habit of picking up the phone, punching in a
number and pressing send:
		 Your competition is not making calls
		 You can control how many prospects you dial
		 You can control how many conversations you have
		 You won't have to compete for eyeballs like you do with email
		 or social media
		 You can get your prospect engaged on a phone conversation
		 You can close for an appointment if you get them engaged
		 You can quickly build a strong pipeline just by showing up
		 (on the phone)
You will crush:
		 Your quota
		 Your best earnings year
		 Your colleagues
		 Your competition
Just pick up the phone and start dialling it!
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will remain with the company
after its purchase and to determine future obligations to them.
		 Capabilities of key employees
must be ascertained. If they
are not capable of producing
desired results for the way you
will be running the business,
they may have to be replaced
or additional staff may have to
be added, both adding to the
cost of the business.
		 Union agreements
(if applicable) must also be
examined to determine future
obligations both monetarily
and otherwise, what will your
power position be?

Roy Strauss, president
of The Strauss Consulting
Group, LLC www.scg4u.com
has been helping companies
increase their profitability and
competitive edge by improving customer service while
reducing costs since 1983. SCG
has expertise in all aspects of
supply chain including space/
layout, software, automation,
equipment, staffing as well as
the complete design and implementation of distribution and
manufacturing centers.

you short of cash needed for marketing, inventory, equipment, or to
add key staff, it may be a better idea to lease.
		 Space is valued by the cost of the property or of the lease. Space
also should be valued in the context of growth. One should determine
for how many years the space can support future business based on
the company’s growth plans. If the business will outgrow the space
soon after the purchase, one must add all associated costs of moving
or adding space (if possible) to the cost of the deal.

f one is buying a manufacturing, wholesale,
distribution, mail order,
or on-line business it is important
to benchmark key variables to
determine the true value of the
company. Key variables include the
property (whether leased or
purchased), equipment - storage,
material handling, automation, and
manufacturing as applicable, inventory - products for sale and/or raw
materials and supplies as applicable, staff - payroll costs, employee contracts, employee proficiency,
and technology (hardware,
software, and accessories).

I

PROPERTY:

		 When considering a business
for purchase, the value of the
total property or of the lease is
a prime factor. Considerations
should include:
		 The cost of the property
compared to similar properties
in the same locale or the cost
and length of the lease vs. comparable properties in the same
locale to determine the relative
property value for your situation.
		 Cash flow – if the added cost
to own the building will
consume your available cash
and/or the additional money
to be borrowed and the cost of
borrowing the money will leave

TECHNOLOGY:

		 Business management,
operations and
communications software and
hardware must be valued by
how well they support both
current and future business
requirements to determine
their real value.
		 A gap analysis must be
performed to determine
EQUIPMENT:
if and/or when current
		 The value of production and material handling equipment is typically
software should be modified
calculated by its original cost less depreciation.
or replaced. To do this, each
		 Equipment originally purchased for $30,000,000 many years ago may
key function that is required
have a present book value that is considerably less and that value
from the particular software is
must be determined based on local accounting rules.
measured by how well and how
		 The operational value of the equipment (its ability to provide
complete the software supports
required productivity levels to meet present and future customer serall user requirements. A “gap”
vice requirements) is far more important than the cost of the equipdefines missing functionality
ment. The equipment must provide your company with a competitive
and/or capability.
edge or you will have to upgrade (and at what cost) to be competitive.
		 Obsolete equipment will be detrimental as is that which is too expensive. 		 Many companies make a
mistake by performing the gap
analysis for current business
INVENTORY:
requirements only. Proper gap
		 Most businesses determine the value of the inventory whether for
analysis should be performed
products for sale or for raw materials by reviewing the invoices for
to meet future business
their purchase and then taking a physical inventory to ensure the
requirements and volumes
amount on hand for each item matches the quantity listed in the
so as the business grows
company’s perpetual inventory.
the systems purchased will
		 When analyzing inventory one must establish the relevance of
provide proper support for the
the inventory as well as the dollar cost. Obsolete material, last year’s
foreseeable future.
model, and overstock (whether too much was purchased for a deal or
if sales amounts dropped after purchase) will all reduce the value of
		 The same holds true for IT
the business. An inventory aging report is essential to determine nonhardware. Servers should
saleable products and/or overstock.
be sized for future business
models and volumes, bar code
		 If 25% of the inventory value is for items no longer saleable or for
scanners might have to accept
overstock that will take a very long time to sell, the value attributed
RFID or other new technolto inventory as part of the purchase price of the business should be
ogy in the future as well, and
reduced by 25%. The real value of inventory is that of better selling
printer capabilities, specificaitems in proper quantities.
tions, and volumes may dictate
higher level equipment.
STAFF:
		 It is one thing to determine the cost of the staff by reviewing payroll
		 The cost for any additional IT
records but the real value of the staff should be judged by its relative
equipment needed immediately
productivity, contracts, and rules.
or in the near future should be
added to the purchase price of
		 Having lower cost workers is irrelevant if they under produce the
the business.
competition and labor costs per unit are too high. One must benchBy benchmarking all key variables
mark the cost per unit produced vs. either industry standards or that
of similar businesses in the same locale to judge the staff’s real value. one can determine the proper
price to pay for a business.
		 Employee contracts must be examined to ensure that key employees

COLUMN
WITH JIM STOVALL

ULTIMATE PRODUCTIVITY

Jim Stovall has been a
national champion Olympic
weightlifter, president of
an Emmy Award-winning
television network, and a
highly sought after author
and platform speaker. He was
chosen as an International
Humanitarian of the Year,
joining Jimmy Carter, Nancy
Reagan, and Mother Teresa as
recipients of this honour.

’m a big believer in goal
setting, but we have to be
careful and specific when
we set our goals. I have met people
who have goals to be successful,
wealthy, or to accumulate any
number of material goods. While
there’s certainly nothing wrong with
having these types of goals, they are
not specific and closed-ended.
When we have a goal to create
success, notoriety, or wealth, we
often fall prey to the Disease of
More. This condition plagues
people who do not have a specific
objective or target. If you told me
your destination was to travel West,
I understand your direction, but
you will never reach your goal. If
your financial goal is simply to have
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more than you currently have, you will never be satisfied. The thought
of being rich, famous, or having more is always in the future. I have met
billionaires who are spending all their time, effort, and energy to get
more. Unless there is a reason you want to have more money or fame,
they can become empty, hollow destinations.
Once you start to accumulate wealth and have success, you will
likely move into new areas and travel in new circles. You will invariably
meet people who have more than you do, and if you’re suffering from
the Disease of More, meeting these new people will elevate your disease.
The best antidote I know to the Disease of More is gratitude and
vision. If you are familiar with any of my books or movies, you have
likely heard about The Golden List. The Golden List is a life-changing
principle I learned from my grandmother. As a young preschooler, I was
apparently very unhappy with the world around me on one particular
morning. My grandmother told me, “You can complain all you want
to as soon as we fill out your golden list.” She explained to me that a
golden list is simply writing down 10 things we are thankful for. That
process corrected my attitude then, and it still works 50 years later as I
daily list the things for which I am grateful. If you couple gratitude with a
vision for your life, you will know exactly where you want to go, and this

will cure your Disease of More.
If you have a goal to fly to
London, but when you call to make
your airline reservation they offer
you a trip to Tokyo for the same
price, you will reject their offer
even if they explain that Japan is
much farther, so you are getting
more for your money. More simply
doesn’t matter if we know where
we want to go and especially if we
are grateful to be there.
You and I can live the lives
we want and have anything, but we
can’t have everything. Happiness,
joy, and satisfaction come when we
achieve our goals and reflect upon
them, discovering that we have
enough.
As you go through your day
today, avoid the Disease of More
with vision and gratitude.
Today’s the day!
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BUSINESS TRAVEL

BY
ONG XIANG
HONG

GOTHENBURG:
BIG
SMALL
TOWN
ocated on the
North Sea,
Gothenburg is
one of those
cities which
remains off the
beaten path for
travelers. Yet Sweden’s gateway
to the Atlantic is a city of
understated beauty, with
Dutch-style canals and leafy
boulevards like the Avenyn—the
city’s main thoroughfare.

L

Gothenburg is also the
second biggest city in Sweden,
after capital Stockholm. The
waterside city is strategically
positioned in a triangle between
three capital cities: Oslo to
the north, Stockholm to the
northeast, and Copenhagen to the
south. As such, it has historically
been a major trading post and a
big player in maritime industries.
It was also the birthplace of
Volvo in 1927 and the company

still has its headquarters on the
island of Hisingen in Gothenburg.
Another major company that has
its roots in this industrial port is
SKF, the world’s largest maker of
ball bearings.

GETTING IN Landvetter Airport
is Gothenburg’s main airport. It
is an important regional airport,
with around 30 airlines flying to
Landvetter including Lufthansa,
KLM, Qatar Airways, and

Swedish national carrier SAS.
Getting in by rail is also
another option. Gothenburg’s
main train station is the
Centralstationen, located
in the middle of the city.
Centralstationen has highspeed rail connections from
Stockholm, which take around
3 hours. From Copenhagen
in Denmark, there are hourly
Oresundstag trains which
cross the stunning Oresund
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SEE AND DO
Though it is
Sweden’s second largest city,
Gothenburg
retains a smalltown, laid-back
feel. The relaxed
Scandinavian
work culture
is in full effect
here, with locals
taking full advantage of their
days off to island
hop and explore
Gothenburg’s
archipelago.
Bridge linking Denmark
and Sweden. There are
also other train routes that
connect Gothenburg to other
Scandinavian cities like Oslo
in Norway.

GETTING AROUND Public
transportation within
Gothenburg (and the west
of Sweden) is operated by
Västtrafik and consists of
trams, buses and ferries.
Gothenburg has a
famous network of trams that
covers most of the city. With
over 150 km of tram lines,
the Gothenburg tram is the
largest light rail network in
Scandinavia. The network
consists of 12 tram lines,
1 to 11 and 13. Every line
except lines 8 and 13 pass
through the main tram stop in
Brunnsparken.
Moving around within
the city centre is very easy
as Gothenburg itself is fairly
compact. Most businesses and
attractions are within walking
distance. Cycling is also a good
way to get around, as there are
well-developed bicycle paths
reaching most parts of the city.
As with most cities in
Europe, driving is not advisable
in Gothenburg as the streets
are confusing and parking is
limited (and expensive). There
is also a congestion charge
applicable to all cars, driving
in/out or through Gothenburg
on weekdays.

Gothenburg is a
city of art and culture, which belies its
industrial roots. The
Gothenburg Museum
of Art at Götaplatsen
square houses some
of Scandinavia’s best
art collections. The
Volvo Museum is also
located in the city,
which tells the story
of Sweden’s most
famous car maker.
Gothenburg is also Sweden’s culinary capital, packed
with restaurants serving fresh
produce from the North Sea.
The Feskekörka (literally
Fish Church) is Gothenburg’s
main fish market, which also
houses restaurants catering
to seafood devotees. Cafés
and trendy stores line the
Haga district’s cobblestoned
streets, which is also one of
Gothenburg’s oldest districts.
Further afield, you
can take the tram to
Saltholmen and jump
on a ferry taking you
out to the beautiful
southern archipelago
of Gothenburg. The
islands are car free
and very picturesque.
In the summer
months, you can
even book a ticket
for a fishing trip
around the islands.
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STRESS EAT

BY
JORDAN
LOW

THESE HEALTHY FOODS
veryone gets
stressed out.
There is no
exception to this.
Every now and
again, there will
come a time where the workload
and the pressure of daily life will get
to you. Some can cope by just
relaxing and taking well-earned
breaks, others require professional
help when things get too rough.
However, there is one very common
symptom of stress that can be seen
everywhere throughout the world;
and that is stress eating.
So why do we eat when we
are stressed? Because for most
of us, food offers comfort. And
unfortunately, the least healthy
foods usually offer the most
comfort. It is not often that we see
someone stressed out reaching
for a carrot stick. If they did, this
would not be a problem. Although
it's tempting to reach for comfort
food during stressful times, foods
and drinks that may make you feel
better in the moment can actually
cause more stress on the body.
The following are some
suggested alternatives for those
who feel the need to fill the void
when they are feeling down.

E

OATMEAL

Experts suggests starting the day
with a bowl of oatmeal to relieve
stress. It contains complex carbs
that help promote the release of
serotonin. Fruits like blueberries
are filled with vitamin C and
antioxidants which adds both stressrelieving nutrients as well as some
delicious sweetness to the mix.

pretty well too! Apart being mouthwatering, beef contains CLA. This
is a healthy fat that contains zinc
and vitamin C and is known to give
the brain a boost.

dark chocolate is a less unhealthy alternative to milk chocolate.
dark chocolate helps promote serotonin and contains magnesium
to help you feel calm. It's also high in a chemical called
anandamide, which can block feelings of pain and depression.

LEAFY GREENS

AVOCADO

Many nutritionists also point to peppers for a food that relieves
stress. This is due to their vitamin C content, which is thought to
lower cortisol and keep your body balanced. Add to this fact that
peppers serve as the perfect dressing to almost any meat-based
dish in existence, you have yourself a very flexible and healthy
condiment.

Leafy green foods have natural
stress reducing properties when
consumed. Think foods such as
spinach, kale, watercress, and
romaine. These greens are high
in mineral content which relieves
stress, and also contains folate,
which produces dopamine.

GRASS-FED ROAST BEEF

Getting tired of seeing green?
Don’t worry, roasted beef works

Avocado contains plenty of healthy
fats that promotes blood flow to the
brain and has often been linked to
low blood pressure. Thanks to its
abundance of healthy properties, it
has become known as a superfood
worldwide. Also, it helps that
it’s buttery smooth texture tastes
absolutely sublime!

DARK CHOCOLATE

For those sweet-toothed out there,

PEPPERS

RAW NUTS

A handful of raw nuts can do wonders for your body’s magnesium
and potassium levels. It helps to balance out the vitamin B that
you lose when you are stressed out. Almonds, macadamia nuts,
walnuts, pistachios, and cashews all provide different levels of fatty
acids and zinc; and are all fantastic dressings for other dishes.

BOOK
SUMMER OF ’69

MUSIC
BEAUTIFUL PEOPLE

BY ELIN HILDERBRAND
n her first historical novel, rich and
overflowing with details of an era that
shaped both a nation and an island
thirty miles out to sea, Elin Hilderbrand once
again earns her title as queen of the summer
novel with Summer of ’69. Four siblings
experience the drama, intrigue, and upheaval of
a summer when everything changed. Follow the
Levin family
through
their own
familial
turmoil as
the country
is wracked
by history
shaping
events,
including
the civil
rights
movement,
the Vietnam
War, and
man’s first
steps on the
moon.

BY ED SHEERAN
ne of the latest singles by English
song-writer and singer, Ed Sheeran.
The song features American singer,
Khalid and has managed to reach the number
one spot on the UK Singles Chart in July
2019. The song is a melodic mix of pop and
R&B, with the duo of singes providing a
formidable performance. "Beautiful People"
is about remaining true to yourself and not
trying to become one of those so-called
'beautiful people' obsessed with material
things and stature.

STOP THINKING, START LIVING

PLANETARIUM

I

BY RICHARD CARLSON
his indispensable handbook
by Richard Carlson demonstrates how we can change
everything in our lives, earn more
money, meet new friends, get a new
job, and yet still feel dissatisfied with it
all. Happiness, he states, is not ‘out
there’ but within, a state of mind that is
independent of circumstance. Revolutionary in its
simplicity
and
accessible to
all, this
bestselling
book offers
commonsense
methods
that allow
you to let go
of depression and tap
into natural
joy.

T
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BY FOX SAILOR
ox Sailor is a little known independent
music composer from France, but
don’t let his lack of fame fool you. He
has composed outstanding progressive
orchestral pieces that will leave listeners
stunned with wonder. Planetarium is one of
several orchestral albums that Fox Sailor has
produced and is themed around space and
exploration. The musical pieces of this album
inspires wanderlust with its mesmerising tunes,
compelling listeners to sit and ponder as to what
lies beyond the stars. These kinds of music
would find themselves at home in a Hollywood
blockbuster.

F

MOVIE
AD ASTRA

Starring: Brad Pitt, Tommy Lee Jones, Ruth Negga
ith 2019 being the 50th anniversary
of the Apollo 11 moon landings, the
year is filled with films of space
exploration. Ad Astra leans more on the
dramatical side and is a thrilling mystery
drama starring Brad Pitt and Tommy Lee
Jones. The film tells the tale of astronaut Roy
McBride, who travels to the outer edges of
the solar system in search of his missing
father and
unravel a
mystery that
threatens the
survival of
humans on
Earth. His
journey will
uncover
secrets that
challenge the
nature of
human
existence
and our
place in the
cosmos.

W

DUNKIRK

STARRING: HARRY STYLES, TOM HARDY, FIONN WHITEHEAD
unkirk is acclaimed director and
producer, Christopher Nolan’s first
foray into non-fiction. It is a
dramatic depiction of the 1940 British
evacuation at Dunkirk during World War II,
as the German military surrounds them and
closes in for the kill. Dunkirk is one of the
most historically accurate war films ever
created, with Nolan making generous use of
practical effects. The film is revolutionary in
many ways,
particularly
due to the
focus not
being on a
cast of
characters,
rather, it is
the story of
their fight
for survival
that takes
centre stage.
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SEEN AND HEARD

HR ASIA BEST COMPANIES TO WORK FOR IN ASIA AWARDS 2019, CHINA

3

8 companies in China have been named the Best Companies to Work for in Asia by the human- resource publication, HR Asia.
The awards night was held on 23 August at the W Hotel, Shanghai. Winners include leading regional and global brands like
Avery Dennison, HSBC, Lee Kum Kee, and many others.
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PERSPECTIVE

very now and then, there
will be whispers from
the workforce for
greater flexibility in
terms of working hours.
These started in the 80s,
with the introduction of
the internet—when it became possible to
work at home and remain productive (if not
more so). In the 90s, when telecommuting
become more common, especially in the
West, many of our own workers felt
(correctly) that the same can be done here in
most industries and for most jobs. After all,
why log hours when what matters is results?
By the 2000s, following the spectacular collapse of the dotcoms and the rise of
‘startups’, flexi-hours and telecommuting
as work concepts become less sexy. With
many companies reacting to the emergence
of the ‘new’ economy by introducing a more

William Ng is Group Publisher and Editor-in-Chief of Business Media International. He can be reached at
w.ng@businessmedia.asia or connect with him at
www.facebook.com/williamngpage

casual, more flexible working environment—
the clamour for flexi-hours gave way to other
demands such as pay-for-performance and
more engaging workplaces (read: bean bags,
pool tables and exposed brick walls).
But many employees continue to regard
their employers as their adversaries. That
most employers, especially SME owners,
are bean counters who want the most value
out of every pay dollar. They are not entirely
wrong. There are indeed many employers
who think in terms of pay-for-hours-worked.
Indeed, our employment regulations are
designed around these ideas.
It goes without saying that this is both
unhealthy and counter-productive. We hire
employees to get work done. Unless we are
in such businesses like security guard services or retail, it makes very little sense to tie
pay to hours worked. And even less sense to
then watch those hours being worked.

But is it realistic to expect our employees to
produce in an economy that’s still very much
driven by work-hours? When our education
system by and large rewards rote learning
and subservience to time and authority?
When many employees are working in jobs
they are neither prepared for nor interested
in? When most would readily accept rewards
for results, but not penalties for failures?
Given the underlying challenges we face
as employers, and the reality that many of our
employees are not prepared, mentally and
physically, to take charge of their jobs and to
accept both the rewards of achievements and
the penalties of failures: can flexi-hours work
for most, if not all, jobs in this country?
These are the real and hard questions
that only you, yourself can answer.
If you have found that sweet spot of
trust, empowerment, and performance management—then good for you. But if you have
not, try moving towards a salary structure
that incorporates results rather than hours
worked. Many newer hotels have begun to
adopt pay-for-results. Housekeepers, for example, are paid for each room cleaned, rather
than hours worked. Many retailers have
increased incentives for sales, as a trade-off
for higher hourly wages for retail staff. When
revenue sharing in the form of commissions
was limited to salespeople in the past, today
many companies are incentivising staff—by
linking either sales or profits to bonuses and
other incentives.
It is therefore quite bewildering for our
Human Resources Minister to still talk about
minimum wages, when that is not only an
ineffective way to raise income—but could be
detrimental to both income and productivity.
Beyond pay-for-results, we must also
take a firmer look at the possibility of sharing
manpower across companies. Some restaurants are already sharing chefs, which results
in the restaurants lowering their costs, and
the chefs earning more.
None of these concepts are new. But
they do call for a change in mentality: both
for the employees and the employers. Disruption isn’t just happening to businesses and industries; it is impacting the workforce faster
than many realise. Just as we can choose to
be disrupted or be the disruptor, we can also
choose to remain a traditional employer—or
be ahead of the curve.
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